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Abstract
The Spirit and Sanctif ication:
Changes Within American Wesleyanism
Victor Paul Reasoner
One of the many contributions John Wesley made to the
worldwide church was his understanding of Christian
perfection. He brought Roman Catholic, Greek Orthodox, and
Protestant contributions together with his own convictions in
a way that conformed to the teaching of scripture.
When the American holiness movement came into being it
sought to restore the original teachings of John Wesley. In
1952 the Inter-church Holiness Convention formed in reaction
to changes occurring within the larger holiness movement.
The purpose of the proposed study is to examine what
credentialed ministers today within the Inter-church Holiness
Convention believe about sanctif ication - initial, entire,
progressive, and final - and compare that emphasis with John
Wesley's teachings on sanctif ication.
A survey was developed and sent to a random cross-section
of clergy within the IHC movement. The results of the survey
were analyzed to determine how Wesleyan the Inter-church
Holiness Convention actually is in their thinking.
An analysis of the current emphasis on sanctif ication in
the Inter-church Holiness Convention can have practical
benefits for the caring pastor who wants to be biblical and
avoid an unbalanced emphasis. It would have special interest
to those who have been influenced by the I. H. C. emphasis.
The survey indicated an over-reliance upon certain
holiness proof texts. Many pastors seem to have a fragmented
concept of sanctif ication. They have missed Wesley's big
picture. Initial sanctif ication has been overlooked. Entire
sanctif ication is thought of almost exclusively as a crisis
experience with little regard given to the progressive work of
the Holy Spirit. Entire sanctif ication is too often
understood as a permanent state of grace instead of a moment-
by-moment condition to be maintained. To teach that entire
sanctif ication is accomplished through the baptism of the Holy
Spirit is also a shift from Wesley's terminology.
It is my hope that this study can assist pastors in
working through their own beliefs and then offering help in
determining what are the real needs of their congregation. I
want to demonstrate some of the consequences of the departure
from Wesley and how a rediscovery of Wesley can help me be a
better counselor and communicator of truth.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Significance of this Study
In A Fundamental Practical Theology Don S . Browning
explained that no one does theology in a vacuum. Total
objectivity is impossible. We all approach a problem with our
own background and presuppositions. Instead of moving from
theory to practice, which he claims we never do in real life,
his recommendation is that we begin with descriptive theology
(9).
My starting point is the context in which I was raised
and the community of faith in which I have pastored. My
family identified with the conservative holiness movement in
the 1940s. This segment of the holiness movement would have
been more concerned with cultural issues than the larger
holiness denominations. Melvin Dieter described the
conservative holiness movement as those discontented with
changes the holiness denominations made regarding traditional
holiness life-styles (Beacon 261 ) . There were defections from
all of the major holiness denominations and there were also
2small holiness groups which had not experienced change.
When the Inter-church Holiness Convention (IHC) emerged in the
1950s it would have drawn from both sources.
I was raised to suspect the sincerity of anyone who was
not identified with the conservative holiness movement. I was
also raised to distrust anyone who did not accept our
conservative standards of dress and conduct. I attended the
first national IHC in 1974 and was then delighted to see there
were so many of "us."
I was first licensed to preach by the Church of God
(Holiness) in 1975 and was ordained by them in 1981. I
pastored within that denomination for sixteen years. I was
educated at their bible college and in a sense was "pure
bred."
I always wondered why people who professed to be Bible
believing could reject our interpretations. However, shortly
into my first pastorate I became aware that some of our
favorite proof texts would not necessarily bear the weight we
put on them. I came to a crisis in my ministry regarding
whether I would preach the traditional interpretations I had
grown up with or whether I would strive to be exegetically
honest. I chose to be loyal to scripture, not fully realizing
where that might lead me.
In my second pastorate I served as chairman of the
Southern California Inter-church Holiness Convention from
1985-88. I also completed a Master of Divinity degree with a
3major in church history. My thesis was an attempt to trace a
shift in the emphasis on sanctif ication within the holiness
movement. In a sense, I am still trying to grasp the full
scope of what happened in the American holiness movement and
how that has effected my ministry
My third pastorate was an attempt to pastor a
congregation which had broken away from certain expectations
within the conservative wing of the holiness movement and yet
was still trying to maintain ties with that segment of the
holiness movement. I was ostracized because I did not adhere
to the party line in my interpretation of key biblical
passages or in my insistence upon certain dress standards.
They had developed their own set of issues, behaviors, and
values which made them distinct from the mainstream holiness
movement and which justified their existence. I felt I was no
longer accepted within the subculture in which I grew up.
I went through a painful evaluation trying to discover
where I belonged. In June, 1993 I transferred my credentials
to the Fellowship of Bible Churches which considers itself to
be outside the conservative wing of the holiness movement.
This dissertation reflects my own solidification of what
I believe and the realization that my conclusions place me
outside the conservative wing of the holiness movement. I
believe this research will be beneficial to anyone struggling
with issues of identity and effectiveness in future ministry.
In his history of the Church of God (Holiness) C. E.
4Cowen asserted that the Methodist Church had lost its zeal for
the doctrine of sanctif ication and therefore it was necessary
for the holiness movement to propagate the doctrine (11-14).
However, the new emphasis on sanctif ication was not the
original emphasis of John Wesley.
In many cases the Methodist church did not oppose the
doctrine of Wesley, but the excesses within the nineteenth
century holiness movement. I was particularly fascinated by a
document in which T. J. Bryant rebutted charges made by John
P Brooks in the Banner of Holiness. Brooks had presented a
paper, "What Are the Chief Hindrances to the Progress of the
Work of Sanctif ication Among Believers?" at the Holiness
Conference held in Cincinnati in 1877. According to Melvin
Dieter, it was Brooks who laid the groundwork which led to the
formation of holiness churches (Revival 219).
Brooks became an early leader of the Church of God
(Holiness) and later published The Divine Church in 1891. In
his book Brooks argued that "holiness cannot be successfully
propagated under sectarian conditions" (271). This meant
that holiness sympathizers should "come out" and identify with
the one true church.
Bryant began with an admission that "there is an honest
and growing opposition in the Methodist Episcopal Church to
the so-called holiness movement in the West" (4). But he
affirms the issue is not the doctrine of holiness, but
excesses within the holiness movement. In chapter 3, I will
5recount the story of A. L. Brewer who was also affiliated with
the Church of God (Holiness) for a time. His fanaticism would
not represent the whole group, but I began to see that we had
no monopoly on either the doctrine or practice of holiness. I
came to the conclusion that it was not honest for me to remain
identified with a group that came into existence to promote a
rather narrow understanding of one doctrine.
In contrast to the charismatic movement which has raised
the level of consciousness on the work and ministry of the
Holy Spirit within all denominations, the conservative
holiness movement today has little influence outside their own
ranks in encouraging holy living. In order for Christians to
be balanced they need to hear preached all the doctrines of
the Bible. Any organization which exists primarily to
emphasize one doctrine may end up overemphasizing it or
preaching it at the expense of other doctrines. Has this been
the case within the conservative holiness movement?
Purpose of the Inquiry
The purpose of the proposed study is to examine what
credentialed ministers today within the Inter-church Holiness
Convention believe about sanctif ication - initial, entire,
progressive, and final - and compare that emphasis with John
Wesley's teachings on sanctif ication.
The Procedure
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Research Question 1
How familiar are the IHC ministers with the actual
writings of John Wesley? Have they been exposed to the
primary literature or have they only read from secondary
sources? Has the IHC tended only to quote the parts of
Wesley's writings with which they agreed?
I first asked, "How familiar are you with the actual
writings of John Wesley?" A later question asked if John
Wesley connected entire sanctif ication with the meaning of
Pentecost. This question is raised because it was not Wesley
who emphasized such a connection. This question also leads to
another important concept.
Research Question 2
When does an individual initially receive the Holy
Spirit? The survey asked ministers to react to two
contradictory statements: "An individual initially receives
the Holy Spirit when entirely sanctified" and "An individual
initially receives the Holy Spirit at the new birth." Does
the conservative holiness movement have a position on this
question and are they consistent in their stance?
Research Question 3
Does the conservative holiness movement understand entire
7sanctif ication to be an instantaneous act or is there a
progressive work associated with it? The survey asked for a
response to the statement, "Normally the work of entire
sanctif ication in the life of a Christian is not a progressive
work." Then the survey asked for a reaction to the statement,
"Normally the work of entire sanctif ication in the life of a
Christian is both progressive and instantaneous." Do they
allow for any variation or do they insist that it has to
happen only one way? Do they understand entire sanctif ication
to be a state which is arrived at through a crisis experience
or it is primarily a live to be lived moment by moment?
Research Question 4
Finally, the survey sought to determine if the ministers
had a comprehensive understanding of sanctif ication or if they
were only emphasizing one aspect of the doctrine. They were
asked to react to the statement, "Sanctif ication as used in
the Bible usually refers to a second work of grace." Later
they were asked to rank in the order of their emphasis four
terms: entire sanctif ication, final sanctif ication, initial
sanctif ication, and progressive sanctif ication.
Another question asked them to list the three main texts
they used in preaching on entire sanctif ication. The purpose
of this question was to determine if the texts actually taught
the doctrine they were used to promote and to compare the
comprehensive list of IHC ministers with the famous Sangster
8list of Wesley's thirty texts on entire sanctif ication.
Definition of Terms
The term sanctif ication is based on the Hebrew verb Wlp .
It is used most frequently to describe the state of
consecration effected by the Levitical ritual. This does not
imply that the person or object became ethically or morally
pure, but that they were set apart for holy use (McComiskey,
2: 787).
Donald S. Metz summarized three ideas that are derived
from the Old Testament meaning of holiness or sanctif ication .
Holiness can mean brilliance or radiance when it represents
the unique nature and awesome presence of God.
Holiness can mean separation. This may be used in the
context of something unapproachable because of danger,
unapproachable because of excellence, or to set aside for
moral excellence and worship.
Holiness also can carry the meaning of purity. This
ethical concept of holiness becomes more prominent in the
prophetic section of the Old Testament and in the New
Testament (38-44).
In the New Testament cxyiacTJOC refers not primarily to a
ritual act, but a moral condition. "The sacred no longer
belongs to things, places or rites, but to the manifestations
of life produced by the Spirit" (Seebass, 2: 228).
In Wesleyan theology initial sanctif ication is closely
9related to regeneration. When a person truly believes, he or
she is justified, regenerated, and initially sanctified.
Justification is a change in the person's legal standing.
Regeneration is the work of the Holy Spirit in the believer.
"At that same moment there is a deliverance from sinning, a
breaking of the power of sin, and a beginning of holiness or
perfection. This . . . can be properly regarded as initial
sanctif ication" (Cox 86).
The gradual or progressive work of sanctif ication is the
work of the Spirit beginning with prevenient grace and
continuing until final glorification. This concept, properly
understood, means that God makes the first move in the
salvation process and that we do not save ourselves through
human effort. Instead we cooperate with the Spirit of God
through the grace given by God. At this point Wesley was in
agreement with Reformed teaching (Cox 90-94).
Entire sanctif ication is the condition of loving God with
all your heart. This love expels all sin, cleansing the heart
from all unrighteousness. Wesley felt that this was the
privilege of all Christians and that all should strive for it.
However, he believed that only a few attained it (Cox 97).
Although entire sanctif ication corresponds with the term
Christian perfection, neither term implies the end of growth
or progress.
Final sanctif ication, final salvation, or glorification
is attained in the resurrection when we are delivered from the
10
very presence of sin.
These four terms relating to sanctif ication differ only
in degree. Lindstrom explained.
The distinction between the new birth and entire
sanctif ication seems therefore to be nothing more
than a difference in degree in a continuous
development.... Entire sanctif ication is not a new
kind of sanctity in relation to the earlier
experience of the believer (141).
Perfection, in its absolute sense, is descriptive only of
God. Yet Christ commands us to "be perfect" (Matthew 5:48).
In defining perfection and related terms, Leo Cox noted "when
applied to God or His law, there is preciseness and
absoluteness about them; but when applied to man, the terms
become relative. There is then both absolute perfection and
relative perfection." Cox believes Matthew 5:48 describes a
perfection attainable in this life (Beacon 392-3).
According to John Fletcher, Christian perfection is "that
maturity of grace and holiness which established adult
believers attain under the Christian dispensation." He
distinguished Christian perfection as a higher grace than
belonged to the Jews below us under the old covenant and a
lower grace than the glory which belongs to departed saints
above us ( 2 : 492 ) .
Wesley explained
By "perfection," I mean "perfect love," or the
loving God with all our heart, so as to rejoice
evermore, to pray without ceasing, and in everything
to give thanks. I am convinced every believer may
attain this; yet I do not say, he is in a state of
damnation, or under the curse of God, till he does
attain (Jackson, 12: 227).
1 1
The phrase baptism with the Holy Spirit never occurs in
the Old Testament. The words of John the Baptist, "He will
baptize you with the Holy Spirit" are found in some form in
Matthew 3:11, Mark 1:8, Luke 3:16, and John 1:33. The promise
of Jesus that the disciples would be baptized with the Holy
Spirit is recorded in Acts 1:5 and Acts 11:16.
James D. G. Dunn terms as "sacramentalists" those who
regard "water baptism as the focus of conversion-initiation,
so that forgiveness, the gift of the Spirit, membership of
Christ, etc., become a function of the rite, and can be said
to be mediated or conveyed through it" (3). Historically,
however, the sacraments were used to symbolize the gift of the
Spirit (Bassett 40).
A second view understands that Spirit baptism accompanies
conversion and that it is through the baptism with the Spirit
that regeneration occurs. A third view equates the baptism
with the Spirit to an experience subsequent to conversion. A
few within this third category would argue that Spirit baptism
has even replaced water baptism.
James Dunn believes that the third position may be
attractive partially in reaction to sacramentalism which may
pronounce a person as Christian without any personal
experience. Dunn, himself, would take the second view that
the baptism in the Spirit is an initiatory experience (5), but
would understand that with the disciples they were first
converted and then baptized with the Spirit. He concludes.
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however, that pre-Pentecostal experience cannot provide a
pattern for the experience of new Christians now (53).
My understanding of this term is that Spirit baptism is
conversion-initiation language and that it is the initial
reception of the Spirit which occurs at conversion. This
conclusion, however, does not mean that a Christian receives
all of the Spirit he or she will ever need at the moment of
conversion. Christians are commanded to be filled with the
Spirit [Ephesians 5:18] and that command is in the present
tense. We should seek God for frequent infillings or
anointings. Nowhere in the New Testament are believers
commanded to receive the baptism with the Spirit. However, if
the believer wishes to call these blessings "baptisms," let
him or her seek the blessing by whatever name they wish. It
is more important to have a fresh relationship with God than
to argue over terminology. My concern, however, is with the
implication of some holiness teachers that we do not have the
indwelling Spirit until we receive a second blessing.
Robert Lyon of Asbury Theological Seminary concluded that
"the baptism in the Spirit, far from being a second experience
and an experience subsequent to receiving the Spirit or being
born of the Spirit, stands scripturally at the heart of
conversion" (21). Laurence Wood, also of Asbury, believes
that "every believer has the Spirit in some degree." However,
he believes that the baptism with the Spirit or the fullness
of the Spirit usually occurs at a later point in Christian
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life (Truly 199, 215). I am more concerned with statements by
IHC theologian Leslie Wilcox that "the Spirit is with the
believer but comes into the heart at sanctif ication. " Wilcox
concludes "we cannot say that one receives the Holy Ghost at
the time of conversion. ..." (Holy 353, 356).
Population and Sample
The American holiness movement is estimated to have a
membership of between one to three million. Dieter
estimated the number to be "over one million" (Beacon 261 ) .
Paul Bassett said the five leading holiness churches add
up to about 1.4 million members in North America. He pointed
out, however, that the Church of God (Anderson) tended to
resist official membership rolls and that membership
qualifications were high enough in other churches so that many
chose to attend, but not join. He estimated their constituency
would be "at least half again the size of membership"
(Evangelicalism 96). An article in The Asbury Herald set the
number at three million adherents in the United States
(Carolyn Smith, 9). According to Charles Edwin Jones, more
than twenty denominations are affiliated under the umbrella of
the Inter-church Holiness Convention (Guide 466).
Currently, the participating denominations in the IHC
are: Bible Methodist Connection of Churches of the Alabaima
Conference, Church of God (Holiness), Allegheny Wesleyan
Methodist Connection (Original Allegheny Conference), Wesleyan
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Tabernacle Association, Lower Light Mission, God's Missionary
Church, Pilgrim Holiness Church of New York, Fire Baptized
Holiness Church, Midwest Pilgrim Holiness Church, Wesleyan
Holiness Church, Bible Missionary Church, Bible Methodist
Connection of Churches of the Tennessee Conference, Bible
Methodist Connection of Churches of the Ohio Conference, and
International Conservative Holiness Association. This list
amounts to only fourteen groups. I am aware of the existence
of such groups as the Evangelical Wesleyan Church, Methodist
Evangelical Church, Crusaders Church of America, Emmanuel
Holiness Church, and Immanuel Missionary Church. Their
contribution to the IHC movement would be minimal, but to the
extent I had access to addresses I mailed surveys to those
within these groups also.
The IHC is somewhat difficult to define because of a
separationist attitude. H. E. Schmul, general secretary of
the IHC, listed only eleven participating denominations
(telephone interview). He listed the Allegheny Wesleyan
Methodist Connection, New York Pilgrims, Midwest Pilgrims,
Bible Methodist of Alabama, Tennessee, and Ohio, Church of God
(Holiness), Fire Baptized Holiness, Wesleyan Holiness, Bible
Missionary, and Fellowship of Bible Churches. I assume he
meant these were the major participating denominations.
However, the Chief Executive Officer of the Fellowship of
Bible Churches does not consider the Fellowship as part of the
IHC (Hicks).
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A letter from the general secretary of the Bible
Missionary Church, dated April 5, 1993, informed me that "the
Bible Missionary Church is not an affiliate of the I. H. C."
(see Appendix F). I assume the hang-up was over the word
"affiliate." The Bible Missionary Church does participate in
the IHC, but is not under IHC control.
Some churches participating in the IHC would be
completely independent and not affiliated with any
denomination. However, in most cases the pastor would still
hold credentials with an association even if the church was
not under any outside control. Some ministers within
participating denominations would not favor working with the
IHC.
The Convention Herald, official magazine of the IHC,
stated in 1975 "there are over 2,000 ministers and hundreds of
church cooperating in the IHC Ministry" (16). It is my
estimate that the total participation within the IHC is
between 12,000 - 18,000. After collecting ministerial rosters
from virtually every participating denomination, and
projecting averages for four groups who would not release any
information, my own count indicates about 1,700 ministers of
all categories (including missionaries) and about 900
congregations. The average membership in reporting
congregations was 13. 13 members x 900 congregations =
11,700. H. E. Schmul told me the IHC mailing list is
approximately 12,000. Applying Paul Bassett' s "half again"
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rule of thumb, the total participation could be as high as
18,000 (96). The description given by Jones in 1974 (Guide
466) is probably too generous twenty years later.
I mailed surveys to a 10% random sample of potential IHC
affiliated ministers. I selected every tenth name I had a
United States address for, drawing from eleven denominational
rosters and two evangelists' slates found in God's Revivalist
and The Voice of the Nazarene.
The survey asked, "Do you consider yourself to be part of
the IHC movement?" This was a safeguard to make sure the
responses I received actually came from within the IHC. Ten
surveys were not compiled because the respondent answered
no .
A 47% response rate on a 10% random sample means that I
have data from almost 5% of the IHC ministers. While this
should provide an accurate description of opinions within the
IHC, the results could not be expected to necessarily reflect
opinions within the broader holiness movement.
Rob Staples was almost dismissed from the Nazarene
Theological Seminary as a result of his paper which tied the
baptism with the Holy Spirit with the new birth. However, he
writes that today "most Nazarene theologians and Bible
scholars agreed with me, and now one hardly ever hears a
whimper about the matter, as the more seriously one studies
our heritage, and the bible the more he realizes that we have,
as you say, mishandled scripture" (letter). Perhaps Staples
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is overly optimistic, but at least he has experienced a
greater openness to dialog among the mainstream holiness
movement .
Overview of the study
Chapter two will survey the precedents set in the
development of the doctrine of sanctif ication within the
church. Special emphasis will be placed upon the streams of
thought that influenced John Wesley. In contrast to the
Wesleyan understanding of sanctif ication I will point out four
areas where the Inter-church Holiness Convention shifted the
paradigm.
In the sequence proposed by Don Browning, chapters two
and three are the theoretical side. Because of my personal
dissatisfaction with the present state of affairs, I turned to
historical theology and systematic theology to see what was
missing in my own ministry
In chapter four I will introduce the Inter-church
Holiness Convention, explain the development of the survey
which was used to measure their attitudes concerning
sanctif ication, and provide the results of that survey.
Chapter five will attempt to analyze the data and point
out areas of agreement and disagreement. I will attempt to
explain the significance of this doctrinal shift and make
recommendations .
This incorporates the final phase of Browning's practical
18
theology. It is a strategic practical theology developed from
descriptive theology, historical theology, and systematic
theology .
CHAPTER 2
DEVELOPMENT of the DOCTRINE of SANCTIFICATION
The Old Testament
God alone is inherently holy. He is transcendent and
separate from all His creation. Charles Wesley wrote
Holy as thee, O Lord, is none!
Thy holiness is all thy own;
A drop of that unbounded sea
Is ours, a drop derived from thee.
And when thy purity we share.
Thy only glory we declare;
And humbled into nothing, own
Holy and pure is God alone
(Hi Idebrandt 7 : 380).
The command for us to be holy is first stated in
Leviticus 11:44. Of all the times qadash. the Hebrew word for
holy is used, 20% of all its Old Testament usage is in
Leviticus. The largest section in Leviticus (17-27) gives
God's standard of holiness. Yet many of the laws set forth
are ceremonial and external .
The law refers to holy places, holy things, and holy
days. However, none of these places, things, or days are
inherently holy. They have been sanctified or set apart for
19
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sacred use. Old Testament believers who observed the holy
days, offered the prescribed sacrifices, and went through the
proper rituals were released from their guilt. Righteousness
was imputed to them, but they were not actually holy- The
writer of Hebrews declared, "It is impossible for the blood of
bulls and goats to take away sins" (Hebrews 10:4).
While some Old Testament characters rose above the norm,
Leon Morris observed that "not many people in the Old
Testament are said to have actually known the LORD" (29). It
was the nation of Israel that was called the "son of God" and
it was the nation collectively that was said to be holy.
However, the prophets foretold the coming of a new
covenant. This covenant would produce an internal
transformation and would provide for a personal relationship.
I will put my law in their minds and write it on
their hearts. I will be their God, and they will be
my people. No longer will a man teach his neighbor,
or a man his brother saying, "Know the LORD,"
because they will all know me, from the least of
them to the greatest (Jeremiah 31:33-34).
According to Ezekiel 36:25-29 we would be cleansed and
empowered by the Holy Spirit. Of the thirty major passages
John Wesley used as a basis for his doctrine of Christian
perfection, this was the only Old Testament passage he used
(Sangster 37). According to Wesley, the sprinkling to which
Ezekiel referred, symbolized both the cleansing of a guilty
conscience and the purification of the soul from all corrupt
inclinations and dispositions (Old Testament Notes 3: 2385).
In his chapter on "the work of the Spirit before the day
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of Pentecost," Daniel Steele concluded that the Spirit had a
strong outward influence, but did not consciously dwell within
believers. He declared that "entire sanctif ication except in
a ceremonial sense was not enjoyed by the Old Testament
saints" (38).
Charles Carter noted that about three-fourths of all the
references to the Spirit in the Old Testament describe Him as
an external influence. Carter contrasted the old covenant
with the new by observing.
Men upon whom God placed His Spirit for the
accomplishment of certain redemptive acts were not
always men of right hearts or approved ethical
conduct. Such, however, cannot be said of New
Testament believers indwelt by the Spirit of God
(60) .
In his defense of the Wesleyan position, Laurence W. Wood
stated that "a Wesleyan view does not hold to a rigid notion
of time in such a purely sequential way" (Spirituality 86).
He argued that experientially a believer could still be living
under the old covenant. Certainly John Fletcher said as much.
But does the reverse also hold true? Could a believer under
the old covenant be living experientially under the new
covenant before the provisions of Calvary? Even if some Old
Testament characters seemed to have a relationship with God
that was not common experience, my understanding is that
before Pentecost believers were Jewish and after Pentecost
they were Christians.
The New Testament
22
Under the new covenant the Holy Spirit dwells within all
true believers. They are sanctified and holy. However, one
of the major themes of the New Testament epistles is the
exhortation to seek complete sanctif ication.
Believers have a new nature, but the old nature still
remains. Paul's admonition is to "live by the Spirit, and you
will not gratify the desires of the sinful nature" (Galatians
5:16). Then he describes the struggle between the two natures
saying
the sinful nature desires what is contrary to the
Spirit, and the Spirit what is contrary to the
sinful nature. They are in conflict with each
other, so that you do not do what you want
(Galatians 5:17).
The Christian life is not a defeated life. Wesley
explained the last phrase of Galatians 5:17 meant that "being
thus strengthened by the Spirit, ye may not fulfil the desire
of the flesh, as otherwise ye would do" (New Testament Notes
485). However, believers are conscious that while they are
not what they used to be, neither are they all they should be.
The encouragement to go on unto perfection comes under
four categories: promises, prayers, commands, and examples.
In his introduction to the doctrine of entire sanctif ication,
Miner Raymond pulled together these New Testament passages:
He gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some
evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers; for the
perfecting of the saints, till we all come in the
unity of the faith and the knowledge of God unto a
perfect man; unto the stature of the fullness of
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Christ. The kingdom of heaven is like unto leaven
which a woman took and hid in three measures of meal
till the whole was leavened. First the blade, then
the ear, then the full corn in the ear. We are glad
when we are weak and ye are strong, and this we also
wish, even your perfection. Leaving the principles
of the doctrine of Christ let us go on unto
perfection, not laying again the foundation of
repentance from dead works and of faith toward God.
And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly; and I
pray God your whole spirit and soul and body be
preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ. Faithful is he that calleth you, who
also will do it. For this cause I bow my knees unto
the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, of whom the
whole family in heaven and earth is named, that he
would grant you according to the riches of his glory
to be strengthened with might by his spirit in the
inner man; that Christ may dwell in your hearts by
faith; that ye, being rooted and grounded in love,
may be able to comprehend with all saints what is
the breadth and length, and depth and height, and to
know the love of Christ which passeth knowledge;
that ye might be filled with all the fullness of
God. Now unto him that is able to do exceeding
abundantly above all that we ask or think according
to the power that worketh in us, unto him be glory,
in the Church by Christ Jesus, throughout all ages,
world without end. Amen (2: 372-373).
The question which has divided the Christian Church is
not whether the New Testament upholds entire sanctif ication or
Christian perfection as the Christian's goal. The question is
over how much progress can we make toward that goal .
The Church Fathers
There are three attitudes toward early church history.
The first, represented by Leo Cox stated that before the
Church was very old there was a departure from the ideal.
"From a very early date there was a defection from the
original radiance of the classic spirituality of the Early
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Church" (12-13). He even quoted a statement by Wesley that
the "mystery of iniquity" was already at work at a very early
time .
Asbury Lowrey's section on the history of the doctrine
talked about an "eclipse of holiness." The doctrine was
blurred by the end of the first century- The first four
hundred years of the church were one continual battle with
heathen errors and in the end the church was corrupted and the
doctrine disfigured. Until Methodism came along the doctrine
was perpetuated by fanatics, the "half-truth" of asceticism,
mysticism, pietism, and evangelicalism. Lowrey's historical
survey is basically negative (17-32).
Second, an opposite historical philosophy stated that the
church had never utterly fallen, to use the words of Richard
Hooker. The church was at its best for the first four or five
hundred years . John Jewel extended this period to six
centuries. In fact, the Holy Spirit continued to oversee the
progress of the early church at least through the ecumenical
councils so that the church would begin on a firm footing.
The consensus of the early church could even be considered
authoritative so far as it did not contradict Biblical
teaching.
Wesley's father urged him to study Christian antiquity
and if anything, in his early years Wesley tried too hard to
duplicate the ancient church. Wesley, as an Anglican, was
influenced by the Caroline divines and non- jurors. By the
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time of his return from England Wesley had come to realize
that he had put too much faith in the writings of the early
church. He arrived at a third or moderate position in which
he determined to rely on the authority of Scripture and to
view antiquity a "subordinate rule" rather than a "co
ordinate" one (Campbell 12-40).
In his later years Wesley did write about the growth of
corruption in the early church pinning most of the blame on
Constantine. He would not have published fifty volumes of
antiquity, however, if he had felt it was corrupt. He had an
optimistic view of historical progress and "he did not cease
to look upon the early centuries as an exemplary period in the
life of the Christian community" (Campbell 52).
One approach to church antiquity is to emphasize what was
wrong until a particular reformer comes along to get the
church back on track. Wesley, in that sense, was not a
reformer. He was a renovator taking what was good from the
early church and synthesizing it for his day. He would
emphasize the continuity, not the discontinuity of his
doctrine .
Paul Bassett explained that the apostolic fathers did not
attempt to write exhaustive theologies of the Christian faith.
Instead, they were responding to "specific problems and
situations" as the Biblical writers had done (Exploring 26) .
Wesley's "standard roster" of the fathers of the church
who represented for him the primitive Christian tradition
included Clement of Rome (c. 90-100), Ignatius (d. 98 or 117),
Polycarp (d. 160), Irenaeus (d. about 200), Tertullian (d.
220), Origen (d. 254), Clement of Alexandria (d. 220), Cyprian
(d.258), Chrysostom (d. 407), Basil (d. 379), Ephraem Syrian
(d. 373), and Marcarius (d. 390) (Outler 3: 586). The first
volume of his Christian Library contained extracts from
Clement, Ignatius, Polycarp, and Macarius.
The Apostolic Fathers (second century)
Clement of Rome wrote:
Those who have been perfected in love, through the
grace of God, attain to the place of the godly in
the fellowship of those who in all ages have served
the glory of God in perfectness.
Polycarp wrote that if any man be in faith, hope, and
charity, he has fulfilled the law of righteousness, "for he
that has love is far from every sin."
Repeatedly in the epistles of Ignatius, he wrote of a
perfect faith, a perfect mind and intention, and of the
perfect work of holiness. While he advocated perfection in
love as the Christian norm, he said nothing of how one enters
or how the doctrine relates to justification or
sanctif ication. The Shepherd of Hermas. written before 150 A.
D., also called for perfection without defining it
theologically
Iranaeus tied the work of the Spirit in perfecting to
work within the church. Later, the doctrine would arise that
said people were holy simply because they belonged to the
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church .
He said that
the Apostle calls them perfect who present body,
soul, and spirit without blame before God: who not
only have the Holy Spirit abiding in them, but also
preserve faultless their souls and bodies, keeping
their fidelity to God, and fulfilling their duties
to their neighbor (Clement, Polycarp, Ignatius, and
Iranaeus are qtd. by Pope 3: 62).
He also wrote
For if the Earnest already makes him shout, "Abba,
Father," knowing man and assimilating him, what will
be the full grace of that Spirit, who is given to
men by God? He shall make us like him. He will
make us perfect according to the will of the Father.
He will make man in the image and likeness of God
(qtd. in Bassett, Exploring 50).
The Apologists (third century)
Clement of Alexandria taught that an increase in holiness
makes us more truly human, not less. Apparently Clement's
description of a perfect Christian was Wesley's inspiration
for his tract, "The Character of a Methodist" (Deal 33).
Origen taught that purification or sanctif ication was
given at baptism along with the Spirit. He saw perfection as
the culmination of sanctif ication .
Cyprian and Tertullian wrote about baptismal procedures.
Baptism included renunciation of Satan, a confession of faith,
immersion, and anointing with oil. Some holiness writers,
trying to read 19th century theology back into early
Christianity, claim that this ritual reflects two works of
grace - baptism in water first, then the baptism of the Spirit
symbolized with the oil. However, the four acts were all part
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of one ritual (Deal 25-35; Bassett, Exploring 35-44).
The Mystics (fourth century)
Gregory of Nyssa defined human perfection as "constant
growth in the good" (qtd. in Bassett, Exploring 81). While
Wesley admired Chrysostom and Basil, it was primarily in the
descriptions of Macarius the Egyptian and Ephraem Syrus that
Wesley discovered "the normative pattern of catholic
Christianity" (Outler, John Wesley 9). Frank Whaling called
these Wesley's two heroes (12). Wesley wrote in his diary, "I
read Macarius and sang!"
Textual critics have since determined that Macarius was
influenced by and copied from Gregory of Nyssa. According to
Outler, Gregory was "the greatest of all the Eastern Christian
teachers of the quest for perfection" (John Wesley 9).
However, recently Reinhart Staats has argued that Gregory is
the one who copied from Macarius (Snyder, ATJ 55). The
similarities which exist between Macarius, Gregory, Ephraem
Syrus and other Eastern writers at least demonstrate that a
theology of perfection was developed in the Eastern church
prior to Augustine and that represented "the high point of
Eastern ascetical teaching" (Snyder, ATJ 56). Wesley was
attracted to Macarius because of his emphasis on holiness and
perfection which Wesley believed characterized the church as a
whole when it was pure.
The significance of this Eastern influence, as opposed to
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Western thought, was their emphasis upon perfection as a
process rather than a state (Outler, John Wesley 10). In
other words they emphasized perfecting grace, not a perfected
state. To the Latin or Western Church perfection was that
which is complete in and of itself. However, in the Greek or
Eastern approach perfection meant becoming that which God
intended us to be. The first approach tended toward self
development and perfectionistic dysfunctions. The second
approach emphasized divine enablement.
In "The Scriptural Way of Salvation" Wesley quoted a
warning from Macarius to those who imagined they were entirely
free from sin. "When they thought themselves entirely freed
from it, the corruption that lurked within was stirred up
anew, and they were well nigh burnt up" (Outler 2: 159).
The Homilies of Macarius are primarily concerned with the
Christian's pursuit of perfection. In them he described
degrees of perfection and taught that a person grows and comes
to a perfect man only gradually, "not as some say, 'Off with
one coat and on with another'" (qtd. in Flew 183). He also
wrote of sanctif ication of the Spirit, entire redemption from
sin, and the baptism of fire and of the Holy Ghost. For
Macarius spiritual perfection is accomplished through the
baptism into the Holy Spirit. Ted Campbell noted that Wesley
himself did not make this connection, but he allowed it to
stand when he edited Macarius for his Christian Library (66,
148) .
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It is interesting to note that the second edition of the
Christian Library, published in 1819-1827, does not contain
these references which Campbell cited from the first edition
published in 1749-1755 (Wesley 1: 112-114). In editing from
50 volumes to 30 volumes why were these references deleted?
An argument from silence proves nothing, but perhaps Macarius
was edited because of this connection.
One cannot claim, however, that Macarius was a forerunner
to the holiness movement since he so emphatically denied
perfection was an instantaneous work (see quotation on
previous page) . We must avoid reading nineteenth century
presuppositions back into earlier literature.
The stated purpose of Thomas Oden's systematic theology
was to represent the consensual core of Christian belief,
especially from the first five centuries (2: xvii, xx) . Oden
stated the consensus that "though indwelling is not precisely
the same as baptism, sealing, and filling of the Spirit, none
of these is detachable from the new birth through the Spirit
and baptism in the Spirit" (3: 178). "The New Testament
understands baptism of and by the Spirit as the privilege of
all who have faith, all Christians, all who belong to the body
of Christ" (3: 182). Then Oden concludes, "Though the sealing
and indwelling of the Spirit are given to all baptized
believers, only those completely yielding to God and separated
for responsive service are said to be filled with the Spirit"
(3: 226).
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Compromising Influences
W. B. Pope has been described as "impeccably orthodox and
the most powerful of all Wesleyan essays in dogmatic theology"
(Sellers, 793). In 1875-6 he produced his three volume work,
A Compendium of Christian Theology. In it he stated his
belief that the doctrine of Christian perfection was
compromised by three influences. First, he pointed to the
assumptions of the gnostics and other fanatics. He wrote that
one of the marks of fanaticism was expecting a fuller and
deeper baptism than the day of Pentecost. "There is not
warrant in Scripture for making it a new dispensation of the
Spirit, or a Pentecostal visitation superadded to the state of
conversion." Acts 19:2 should not be used to teach this.
"Entire consecration is the stronger energy of a Spirit
already in the regenerate, not a Spirit to be sent down from
on high. This kingdom of God is already within, if we would
let it come in its perfection." He cautioned that this
emphasis tends to diminish the value of regeneration (3: 63-
4).
Second, Pope pointed to the introduction of an undue
asceticism. They laid too much emphasis on human effort and
taught a higher Christianity through chastity, poverty, and
obedience which was optional. The Didache counseled, "If thou
art able to bear the whole yoke of the Lord, thou shalt be
perfect; but if thou art not able, do that which thou art
able" (qtd. by Greathouse 49).
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Third, Pope listed the spread of the Pelagian error as
the most radical error of ancient times. Pelagius denied the
effects of the fall and asserted that man could live without
sin. Pope placed Charles Finney's concept of sin under the
general heading of Pelagianism. Augustine over-reacted
against the Pelagian doctrine of the perfectibility of human
nature through the exercise of the human will by declaring
that Romans 7 was the highest state of Christian experience.
Yet other writings of Augustine seem to take a contradictory
position teaching a summum bonum or chief good which in some
measure may be enjoyed in this life. Later Martin Luther
would declare that man was at the same time just yet sinful
(simul iustus et peccator) . For both Luther and Calvin
holiness was imputed.
James Arminius was accused of Pelagianism, but he
responded
It is reported that I hold opinions allied to those
of the Pelagians, viz., that it is possible for the
regenerate perfectly to keep God's precepts. To
this I reply that, though these might have been my
sentiments, yet I ought not on this account to be
considered a Pelagian, either partly or entirely,
provided I had only added that they could do this by
the grace of Christ, and by no means without it.
But while I never asserted that a believer could
perfectly keep the precepts of Christ in this life,
I never denied it, but always left it as a matter to
be decided (qtd. by Pope, 3: 85).
Episcopius, the successor of Arminius was more positive about
the possibility of perfection:
Whether a man, assisted by divine grace, can keep
all the commands of God, even to a perfect
fulfillment, that is, using the word love in a
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general manner for keeping the commandments, whether
he can love as much as he ought to love according to
the requirement of the gospel, or according to the
covenant of grace? I, indeed, have no doubt on this
point (qtd. by Peck 134).
Three Eighteenth Century Streams
From the time of the early church to time of reformation
and to Wesley's day the doctrine of Christian perfection was
perpetuated. Wesley did not develop his emphasis in a vacuum.
First, the Anglicans emphasized the concept of holy living,
and within the Church of England the non-jurors such as
William Law and Thomas Ken taught a respect for early church.
They are often classified with the Caroline divines. Flew
asserted that "of all the earlier writers whom Wesley studied
William Law was incomparably the most influential" (314).
Second, the Puritans emphasized social holiness. In the
Christian Library Wesley abridged John Preston's The New
Covenant which discussed Christian perfection. Wesley agreed
with Preston that Christian perfection is by faith and not
merit. He agreed there is a progressive element and that
sanctif ication is the work of the Spirit.
But Puritans limited this work, teaching it could never
be consummated within this life. For them entire
sanctif ication comes only after death. While Wesley felt it
often came before death and would not put limits on the work
of the Spirit. Robert Monk concluded
Although Wesley's perfection was a present
possibility, it still must improve or increase in
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love, just as Preston demanded a constant increase
in love. Preston's concept of perfection, on the
other hand, certainly allowed some sense of "present
perfection" in his concentration on purity of
intention or dedication present now in a believer.
Both authors sought a very similar, if not
identical, end product - a pure, perfect, or sound
heart in the believer (116-117).
The third major stream was Roman Catholicism. George
Croft Cell said that Wesleyan theology was a synthesis of the
Protestant ethic of grace with the Catholic ethic of holiness
(361 ) .
Wesley denied that his teaching is what Roman Catholicism
of his day taught.
The perfection I teach is perfect love; loving God
with all the heart; receiving Christ as Prophet,
Priest, and King to reign alone over all our
thoughts, words, and actions. The Papists neither
teach nor believe this: Give even the devil his due.
They teach, there is no perfection here which is not
consistent with venial sins; and among venial sins
they commonly reckon simple fornication (Jackson 12:
239).
However, in his sermon "On God's Vineyard" Wesley recommends
Catholic writers Francis de Sales and Juan de Castaniza as
having written "strongly and scripturally on sanctif ication. "
But he goes on to say that they were unacquainted with the
nature of justification because the Council of Trent confused
sanctif ication and justification (Outler 3: 506).
Wesley was also influenced by Madame Guyon and Francis
Fenelon who taught a death to the self life. Franciscans,
Jesuits, and Molinists advocate that Christian perfection is
possible in this life, but usually make a distinction between
mortal and venial sins. Dominicans and Jansenists deny that
perfection is even possible (McClintock 7: 943).
Albert Outler has argued that Wesley represented a third
alternative to Protestantism and Catholicism:
a Protestant doctrine of original sin minus most of
the other elements in classical Protestant
soteriology, plus a catholic doctrine of perfection
without its full panoply of priesthood and
priestcraft (qtd. by Dayton 248).
In his introduction to A Plain Account of Christian
Perfection Wesley stated that Thomas a Kempis, Jeremy Taylor,
and William Law had helped him the most. Lindstrom gave the
three influences of these three writers as purity of
intention, the imitation of Christ, and love to God and our
neighbor (129).
Jeremy Taylor, an Anglican, wrote Rule and Exercises of
Holy Living and Dying which emphasized purity of intention.
Kempis, a Roman Catholic wrote The Imitation of Christ which
Wesley edited and reprinted as The Christian's Pattern.
William Law, a nonjuror, wrote Christian Perfection. Wesley
synthesized the sacramental, evangelical, and mystical.
Wesley's Synthesis
In his A Plain Account of Christian Perfection Wesley
used one hundred and ninety-five Scripture quotations. W. E.
Sangster identified thirty primary texts which Wesley used as
a basis for his teaching. Only one is from the Old Testament
and it is a prediction of the new covenant (Ezekiel 36:25-29)
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The most quoted book was 1 John with twenty citations (36).
Wesley's doctrine of Christian perfection was based
solidly upon Scripture, but also upon reason. Christian
antiquity, and experience.
For Wesley Christian perfection was the goal of
redemption. We are to be conformed to the image of Christ and
the new birth is the beginning point in that process .
However, those justified are urged on to perfection. It is
not absolute perfection, but perfect love. It is loving God
with all your heart and your neighbor as yourself. It is
reaching God's purpose for us which is holy living. It is
rejoicing evermore, praying without ceasing, and in everything
giving thanks. Wesley declared that
this doctrine is the grand depositum which God has
lodged with the people called Methodists; and for
the sake of propagating this chiefly He appeared to
have raised us up (Telford 8: 238).
Wesley felt that the doctrine had been committed to the
trust of the Methodists, but not that it had originated with
Methodism.
Wesley's emphasis on perfection of intention and love
were not unique. What was different was Wesley's
understanding of the work of the Holy Spirit first in
prevenient grace and then throughout all the order of
salvation. Asbury Lowrey noted that while other theologies
talked about holiness, but no other theology has assigned it a
distinct chapter. He noted that Richard Watson, the first
Methodist theologian, treats entire sanctif ication as a
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benefit of the atonement and was the first theologian to
assign it a separate chapter. "No other consensus of faith
has such a crowning credo" (29).
In spite of all that Wesley borrowed, Outler said that he
had developed a unique pneumatology in western spirituality
which separated him from Puritan, Lutheran, and Moravian
pietists before his time and "from all Pentecostalists and
'holiness associations' after them (who have so often invoked
their authority)" ("Preface" xv) . However, a student of
Outler' s, Ted Campbell did not arrive at this conclusion in
his dissertation, even though Outler had hoped he would.
Pope summarized four contributions Wesley made to our
understanding of Christian holiness:
1 . It connects the fulfillment of the Evangelical law with
the effusion of Divine love in the heart more strictly and
consistently than any other system of teaching.
2. The Methodist doctrine is the only one that has
consistently and boldly maintained the possibility of the
destruction of the carnal mind, or the inbred sin of our
fallen nature. Pope then admitted that the Wesleys were not
consistent at this point, citing the hymn of Charles which
appeals to the Holy Spirit to destroy inbred sin and the
sermons of John which encourage the believer to pray not only
for His perfect love to be shed abroad, but to finish the
death of the body of sin.
Sometimes Wesley spoke of an instantaneous work of
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sanctif ication. For example, "if there be no instantaneous
deliverance after justification . . . then we must be content,
as well as we can, to remain full of sin till death" (Outler
1: 346). In another sermon, however, Wesley taught that "from
the time of our being 'born again,' the gradual work of
sanctif ication takes place" (Outler 2: 160). In his Plain
Account of Christian Perfection, Wesley said that "generally
speaking, it is a long time, even many years, before sin is
destroyed." But he argued that God might cut short his usual
work in a moment. Therefore, he concluded that he could speak
of sanctif ication as both gradual and instantaneous "without
any manner of contradiction" (Jackson 11: 423).
Wesley did not operate with the rigid categories of the
later nineteenth century holiness movement. His understanding
of the soul would have been influenced more by philosophy than
by psychology. Pope concluded that Methodism's contribution
at this point was a combination of the positive effusion of
perfect love with the negative annihilation of the principle
of sin.
A contemporary statement must take into account what
modern psychology can contribute. In evaluating Wesley's
teaching we must remember he predated modern psychology and
was attempting to preach to the common people. We still allow
a preacher the use of metaphors in illustrating his point.
3. The original teaching of Methodism was peculiar also in
its remarkable blending of the Divine and human elements in
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the process of entire sanctif ication.
4. Finally, the doctrine which runs through the works and the
whole career of the Wesleys is marked by its reasonableness
and moderation as well as its sublimity (Pope 3: 96-99).
CHAPTER 3
SHIFTS IN WESLEYAN/HOLINESS THEOLOGY
A Paradigm Shift
Both the early Methodist writers and the nineteenth
century holiness writers use sanctif ication terminology, but
they do not always use the same definitions or present it with
the same emphasis. Methodism wrote of sanctif ication as
beginning with justification. Entire sanctif ication was a
continuation of what had already begun. John Wesley said of
entire sanctif ication,
It does not imply any new kind of holiness : let no
man imagine this. . . . Love is the sum of
Christian sanctif ication: it is the one kind of
holiness which is found, only in various degrees, in
the believers who are distinguished by St. John into
'little children, young men, and fathers' (Outler 3:
174-175) .
The typical holiness apologetic for entire sanctif ication
is to set it in contrast to justification. But Mildred
Wynkoop warned that we must not distinguish "too sharply
between 'saving' and 'sanctifying' grace as if these were two
kinds of grace" (332).
Daniel Curry complained in the Methodist Review for
January, 1885, writing that the holiness movement had
a peculiar dialect; and words and phrases as used by
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them have come to have special and somewhat
technical significations. ' Sanctif ication, ' and
'holiness, ' and many like terms, that in Holy
Scripture and in general religious discourse are
used to designate the ordinary fruits of the Spirit
in believers, are narrowed down so as to indicate
only a specific and ultimate work of grace (qtd. by
Mudge, Growth 24-25).
James Mudge, who served as secretary of the New England
Conference, overreacted to certain emphases within the
holiness movement (Peters 174). However, he may have had a
valid point when he expressed concern that some had
sequestered this beautiful Scripture word "holiness"
and striven to make it the exclusive property of a
small, and not always lovely, class. The appointing
of a special "holiness" meeting casts a slur upon
the regular meetings of the church, as if they,
forsooth, were for the promotion of unholiness, or,
at least, of something quite different from the
advancement of believers in the love of God (Mudge,
Growth 114).
J. A. Wood originally wrote Purity and Maturity in 1876.
I am using it as representative of the early holiness
position. Extreme authors such as W. B. Godbey, Beverly
Carradine, and G. A. McLaughlin could be cited, as well as
non-Methodist authors, but I feel Wood is a fairer
representative. A lifelong Methodist, John A. Wood was the
man who first suggested the holiness camp meeting (Peters
134) .
Purity and Maturity claims to be a defense of Wesleyan
doctrine, but it tends to redefine the terms. Wood declares,
"If we would have clear and correct view of this subject, it
is necessary that we keep in mind the idea that GROWTH,
PURITY, and MATURITY are distinct" (Purity 157). Wood's
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compiled Christian Perfection as taught by John Wesley in 1885
using direct quotations from Wesley to further the holiness
agenda. For example, chapter 8 is entitled, "Sanctif ication
Instantaneous, by Faith, and Not by Growth in Grace." While
it contains quotations from Wesley and about Wesley, it only
presents those statements with which Wood agrees.
However, fifteen years earlier (1861) Wood originally
published Perfect Love in which he quotes the writings of at
least eighty other theologians. This book expresses a breadth
not found in Purity and Maturity. Kenneth Grider notes that
it was not until his 1880 edition of Perfect Love that Wood
"viewed entire sanctif ication as being wrought by the Spirit
baptism" ( 22 ) .
Actually the first edition of Perfect Love was written
six years before the formation of the National Camp-Meeting
for the Promotion of Christian Holiness. As the holiness
movement rose to national prominence, with Wood as a leader
and spokesman, it appears that his position became more rigid.
Grider also notes that in the 1880 edition of Perfect Love
he is even more vigorous in his opposition to gradual
sanctif ication (100). While it is Perfect Love that is
considered the "classic," Purity and Maturity reflects Wood's
own theology and does not rely on extensive citations.
Apparently the last book published by Wood was Mistakes
Respecting Christian Holiness in 1905 or forty-four years
after he first compiled Perfect Love. In Mistakes Respecting
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Christian Holiness Wood declares that "spiritual life, moral
purity and Christian maturity are three prominent facts,
distinct in Christian experience" (71). For Wood, "no one
grows into a state of purity, that is by faith, is
instantaneous, and is wrought by the Holy Spirit, and the
cleansing blood of Christ" (72).
This is consistent with his teaching in Purity and
Maturity, purity is a state arrived at by an instantaneous
second experience. It cannot be obtained by growth in grace.
James Mudge responded to this very book written by Wood
calling the idea preposterous that
if growth be conceded to have anything to do with
removing or diminishing depravity, some dishonor is
cast upon the spirit of truth, the blood of Christ,
and the office of faith. But surely no one of any
evangelical school of thought for a moment supposes
or claims that growth in grace is secured in any
other way than by faith - joined, of course, with
works - and through the perpetually operating
efficacy of the atonement and through the ever
present Holy Spirit (Growth 228).
However, in Perfect Love Wood had written, "The approach
to entire sanctif ication may be gradual" (19). Randolph S.
Foster also stated, "We have no favor for the sentiment that
growth in grace is not growth toward entire holiness" (185).
Wood quoted this book favorably throughout Perfect Love.
Looking back on the holiness movement a hundred years
later, Mildred Wynkoop declared, "there is too much confidence
put in the 'crisis experiences' to solve all human problems.
The means (the crisis) becomes the end (perfection)" (47).
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When "getting an experience" became the goal, there was a
shift in emphasis from ethics to emotions. At a Wesleyan
Theological Society meeting Leslie R. Mars ton presented two
charts contrasting the holiness states of grace with the
Wesleyan concept of salvation as a process (14).
Maturity, on the other hand, according to Wood, is
reached through growth. Wood declared that "a babe in Christ
may at once be cleansed from all inbred sin, and thus become a
pure Christian, which is quite different from a mature
Christian" (Purity 188). Wood had very little to say in
Purity and Maturity about maturity. In Perfect Love, however,
he had given much more attention to maturity (55-59).
When we examine the literature of early Methodism,
however, we find that the rigid categories of purity vs.
maturity do not hold true. Leo Cox admitted that Wesley did
not make the same distinction that Wood made, noting "where
Wood emphasized the instantaneous character of cleansing as in
a moment, Wesley was more insistent on a gradual cleansing
from the beginning of sanctif ication at regeneration to its
completion in entire sanctif ication" (93). Wood admitted this
at one point in Perfect Love (19), but in the 1880 edition he
wrote elsewhere that
The idea that deliverance from indwelling sin, and a
state of entire sanctif ication may be secured by the
ordinary process of growth, we regard as a serious
mistake and productive of much evil. The reader
will find this question treated with special
attention in Purity and Maturity (82).
Wood came to believe that his distinction between purity
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and maturity "relieves the subject of entire sanctif ication of
difficulties which have perplexed many good men. ... It
also harmonizes some conflicting items in Mr. Wesley's works
on Christian Perfection" (Mistakes 73). However, as Wood
shifted his emphasis toward an instantaneous experience he
declared, contrary to Wesley, that "there are ' babes ,'' young
men' and 'men of full age' in a state of entire
sanctif ication" (Mistakes 72). This is an apparent reference
to 1 John 2:12-14. However, John Wesley saw only the fathers
as perfect men (Outler, 3: 105). Thus, according to Wesley,
growth would occur prior to perfection. According to Wood,
perfection was instantaneous and growth would occur after
perfection.
The Double Cure contains sixteen sermons from the early
holiness camp meetings. It was published in 1887 and
contained an excellent sermon by J. A. Wood entitled "Supreme
Love to God." However, another sermon by H. N. Brown on
"Growth in Grace" expressed concern that "growth" texts were
being used against the doctrine of instantaneous entire
sanctif ication. The preacher explains that the confusion
exists because the terms "purity" and "maturity" have been
confounded. He explains that one is instantaneous, the other
gradual. Purity is the act of God which results in the
elimination of all sin. Growth or maturity occurs only after
entire sanctif ication. This approach illustrates how popular
J. A. Wood's explanation had become (180-191).
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When are we made pure and holy?
First, there is a sense in which the regenerate are pure.
In fact when Jesus told the disciples in John 15:3, "You are
already clean," this may refer to something less than
regeneration. Adeun Clarke felt in the immediate context it
referred to the departure of Judas from the body of the
apostles (5: 627). This fits well with the statement of Jesus
in John 13:10, "And you are clean, though not every one of
you." Wesley, applying John 13:8, "Unless I wash you, you
have no part with me," in a more general sense explained, "If
I do not wash thee in my blood, and purify thee by my Spirit,
thou canst have no communion with me, nor any share in the
blessings of my kingdom" (Notes 253).
Paul said the Corinthian believers were washed,
sanctified, and justified (1 Corinthians 6:11). Titus 3:5
describes the "washing of regeneration."
The cleansing promised in 1 John 1:7 is to all who walk
in the light. James Mudge explained, "We have this power
continually from the moment we confess our sins and enter the
kingdom of light." It is not a promise for only those who
have received a second work, but "to all who walk in the
light" (Growth 108-109). Furthermore, it is a present,
ongoing, cleansing.
All those who are thus pure shall see God (Matthew 5:8).
To teach that those God has justified may not see Him unless
they receive a second work is to discount the work of God. It
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is based on the premise that the saved are not yet holy, that
without holiness no man can see God (Hebrews 12:14), and those
without this holiness will go to hell. Methodism held the
deeper work to be a privilege; some within the holiness
movement held it to be a requirement. Wood, however, did not
teach the "holiness or hell" doctrine (Perfect Love 292-3).
Why not teach that all true Christians are holy, but that
holiness may be perfected? (2 Corinthians 7:1) The promised
cleansing in 1 John 1:9 seems to go beyond what was promised
two verses earlier.
While Wood used purity exclusively to describe entire
sanctif ication in Purity and Maturity, in Perfect Love he had
said regeneration is a partial purity (39). Wesley also used
purity to describe regeneration. Wesley affirmed that every
man, as soon as he believes, is "a new creature, sanctified,
pure in heart" (Jackson, 8: 291). In describing entire
sanctif ication Wesley would have added the concept of
maturity . In fact, the New International Version translated
perfection as maturity in Hebrews 6:1. Wood declared, "There
are 'babes,' 'young men,' and 'men of full age,' in a state of
purity" or entirely sanctified (Growth 228). Wood is
referring to the categories John gave in 1 John 2:12-14. On
the other hand, Wesley taught only the fathers had reached
entire sanctif ication (Outler, 4: 37-38).
For Wesley purity began at regeneration while maturity
referred to Christian perfection. Wood quoted Wesley at this
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very point in Perfect Love (22). However, in Purity and
Maturity Wood defined purity as the second work of grace and
maturity was what followed that work. In an article entitled
"First and Second Blessing Holiness," Jack Jones stated that
Wesley's "description of the grace conveyed in the new birth
exceeds the grace of entire sanctif ication as proclaimed by
many of its current exponents" (1-3).
To give a more modern example of the confusion, Kenneth
J. Collins wrote his testimony in Light and Life (6-8). He
discovered that faith in Christ provided not only forgiveness
of sins, but power over sin. However, when the editor ran the
article he inserted two sidebars on the doctrine of entire
sanctif ication. Collins disclosed to a mutual friend that he
was not even writing about the doctrine of entire
sanctif ication (Freymiller) .
A. J. Smith grieved
Only a small percentage of the holiness people know
what Mr. Wesley taught. What the holiness preacher
today holds up as the standard of entire
sanctif ication and the conditions for its
attainment, Mr. Wesley calls Holy Ghost conviction
and conversion (65).
It is ironic that while Wood tried to make a case
equating purity and entire sanctif ication he quoted John
Fletcher's comment that "the same Spirit of faith which
initially purifies our hearts when we cordially believe the
pardoning love of God, completely cleanses them when we fully
believe his sanctifying love" (Purity and Maturity 35).
Fletcher's quotation does not substantiate the radical
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dichotomy that Wood tries to make. Instead, it illustrates a
continuation of God's grace.
Wood does no better by quoting Joseph Benson's comment on
1 Thessalonians 5:23 that "to sanctify you wholly is to
complete the work of purification and renovation begun in your
regeneration" (Purity and Maturity 36). Benson wrote in a
letter to John Pawson
Have we not, leave room for a second blessing, set
justification too low, by allowing that a person may
be justified from all things, who has neither the
witness nor fruits of the Spirit, neither peace,
sensible peace with God, nor power over inward sin?
Or if we affirm that all must have these at first,
as evidences and fruits of justification, ; do we not
allow many to think they are in a justified state,
who are now, and have been for many years, as truly
devoid of these, as if they had never received them?
And if so, do we not mislead our hearers and cry,
"Peace, peace, when there is no peace?"
There is no peace to the earthly, sensual, and
devilish; to the proud, the passionate, the
covetous; to the carnally-minded, the lovers of the
world, the unholy. And if we encourage such,
directly or indirectly, to believe that they are
justified, and of course children of God; do we not
encourage them to believe that without holiness they
may see the Lord? For certain it is, he that is a
child of God hath everlasting life.
If, therefore, I teach that a man may be
justified, and yet carnal, unholy, and unrenewed, I
teach that a many may be carnal, unholy, and
unrenewed, and yet dwell with God. I doubt not that
there is weak, as well as strong faith, and that a
man is made a babe in Christ before he is a young
man or father; but I ask, whether any are properly
and savingly Christ's who have not crucified the
flesh with its affections and lusts? Whether they
are so in Christ, as to be free from condemnation,
who walk after the flesh, not after the Spirit; who
are not new creatures; the Spirit of life from
Christ Jesus having not made them free from the law
of sin and death? Hath not Jesus assured us, if he
shall make us free, we shall be free indeed? Hath
not St. Paul confirmed his Master's declaration,
affirming, "Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there
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is liberty?" And hath not St. John borne the same
testimony, in declaring, "He that is born of God
overcome th the world, and doth not commit sin?" And
in the mouth of these three witnesses, is it not
established, that it is a greater thing than many
imagine to be truly justified, and made the children
of God?" (qtd. by Marsh W. Jones 7-8).
Is Sanctif ication Crisis or Process?
Second, Wood does not allow for progressive
sanctif ication in Purity and Maturity (although it has already
been noted that he did in Perfect Love) . He only allows for
growth in grace after the second work. Yet in his Plain
Account of Christian Perfection Wesley said inward
sanctif ication begins in the moment a man is justified. "From
that time a believer gradually dies to sin, and grows in
grace" (Jackson, 11: 387).
John Miley reacted to the "second-blessing view" by
cautioning against a single mode. He observed that while the
scriptures were full of the idea of entire sanctif ication,
"they were quite empty of any such teaching respecting the
mode of its attainment." He plead for tolerance noting that
Wesley taught both a gradual and instantaneous work. He
concluded, "Let those who hold rigidly the second-blessing
view preach sanctif ication in their own way, but let them be
tolerant of such as preach it in a manner somewhat different"
(2: 370-371).
Miner Raymond did not feel that an instantaneous work of
grace was the only method by which entire sanctif ication was
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accomplished (2: 394). IHC theologian Leslie Wilcox expressed
concern over this concession and that Raymond used the
expression "maturity" to describe entire sanctif ication
(Profiles. 2: 264-5).
While Wood demanded that the second experience be
instantaneous in Purity and Maturity, he allowed that entire
sanctif ication could happen at the same time as the new birth
and without any witness in Perfect Love (25, 121). Wesley
taught that some could not perceive the instant when they were
perfected in love (Jackson 11: 423, 442). However, Wesley
argued from logic that there must be a moment when sin is
separated from the soul, comparing spiritual death with
physical death.
A man may be dying for some time; yet he does not,
properly speaking, die, till the instant the soul is
separated from the body; and in that instant he
lives the life of eternity In like manner, he may
be dying to sin for some time; yet he is not dead to
sin, till sin is separated from his soul; and in
that instant he lives the full life of love"
(Jackson 1 1 : 402) .
Thomas Ralston wrote that
it matters little . . . whether it be instantaneous
or gradual, or both the one and the other. The
great matter is, with each and all of us, that we
lose no time, but arise at once and "press toward
the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in
Christ Jesus" (470) .
Richard S. Taylor expressed a rigid holiness reaction that a
crisis experience "really matters a lot!" (89). As I see it,
the issue is not whether or not there is a crisis experience,
but has the crisis experience eclipsed the spiritual growth
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that should occur before and after the crisis? Has seeking
the experience become the end or is it merely a means to the
end? Should we be more concerned with getting an experience
or living a holy life?
Is Perfection a State or a Maintained Condition?
Third, Wood emphasized a perfected state, not perfecting
grace in Purity and Maturity. He had not taught this in
Perfect Love. At one point Wesley seemed to perceive that
entire sanctif ication was a state that could not be lost.
However, in his Plain Account he raises this question:
Can [those who are perfect] fall from it? I am well
assured they can; matter of fact puts this beyond
dispute. Formerly we thought, one saved from sin
could not fall; now we know the contrary . . .
There is no such height or strength of holiness as
it is impossible to fall from (Jackson, 11: 426).
Thomas Cook makes this helpful statement in New Testament
Holiness : "We teach, therefore, not a state of purity, but a
maintained condition of purity, a moment-by-moment salvation
consequent upon a moment-by -moment obedience and trust" (43).
A misunderstanding of this concept has left holiness
theologians to struggle over whether a backslider loses one
work or two and whether a reclaimed backslider has to come
back to God in two stages (see Willieun M. Smith, The
Backslider and His Recovery) .
In Wesley's day the issue was over the terms "destroyed"
or "suspended." Wesley did not contend for any particular
term, although the term "expulsion" was far more appropriate
to Wesley's thought. Later, in the holiness movement, lines
were drawn over "eradication" or "suppression." John L.
Peters concluded that "eradication" was not a very appropriate
term to use in Wesleyan theology since entire sanctif ication
"was sustained on a moment-by-moment basis" (58-59).
Sangster wrote that the subconscious mind was not
cleansed, but the work of the Holy Spirit was at the level of
consciousness (123). Sangster did not believe in eradication,
but did believe the Holy Spirit can influence the unconscious
mind (113-123).
This influence of the Spirit in the unconscious mind
brings repressed memories to our consciousness so that we can
confess our need and find grace. David Seamands writes that
"we cannot confess to God what we do not acknowledge to
ourselves" (72). People who do not face their painful
memories become hung up at a certain stage of development (63-
4). Victory comes through a progressive work of the Spirit
culminating in a crisis "healing of memories." But Seamands
warns "the healing of memories does not automatically
computerize us into perfect performance and guarantee
different behavior." It must be followed up with "a great
deal of hard work." Patterns must be changed "by the
sanctifying power of the Spirit working through our daily
disciplines" (31). The walk of faith and obedience is moment-
by-moment .
Mudge argued that if a total cleansing occurred within
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parents, that their children would be born without sin. "The
only sufficient and satisfactory reason that we have been able
to find, why no child is begotten or born without some degree
of depravity, is that there are no parents wholly free from it
(Growth 69-70). More recently, Kenneth Grider asserted that
we are cleansed from original sin, but not that the
unconscious mind was cleansed. He argued, "If the
subconscious were cleansed in entire sanctif ication, we would
be cleansed of far more than the Adamic sin we come into the
world with." He contended that if the subconscious mind was
cleansed all our dreams while we are asleep would be just as
spiritual as our conscious thoughts (Entire Sanctif ication
126-127) .
R. S. Foster and J. Agar Beet seem to have taught a
repression of sin (Foster 74; Beet 69). Daniel Whedon
attempted to explain sanctif ication by drawing an illustration
from the railroad. His "snake-head" theory was an attempt at
describing repression (336-341). In his Commentary he stated
that
Christ died for our sins, and through the merit of
his atonement the Holy Spirit is bestowed upon us,
giving us power to resist temptation, to repress our
disordered affections, and bring all into obedience
to the law of Christ. And that is sanctif ication
(5: 388-389).
Wesley, without being psychological, insisted that all
inward sin is taken away and quoted Ezekiel 36:29 (Jackson 8:
279, 294). 1 John 1:9 makes no psychological distinctions; it
only promises cleansing from "all unrighteousness." 1
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Thessalonians 5:23 promises complete sanctif ication. Hebrews
7:25 promises salvation "to the uttermost." This sounds like
more than repression. Wesley advised seekers to "rejoice, if
sin is suspended till it is totally destroyed" (Jackson, 11:
405). The danger is not that we preach a complete cleansing;
the danger is that we infer such a cleansing produces
automatic sinlessness.
However, when it comes to insisting upon a direct witness
to entire sanctif ication, Wesley may have gone too far in
teaching that "none therefore ought to believe that the work
is done, till there is added the testimony of the Spirit,
witnessing his entire sanctif ication, as clearly as his
justification" (Jackson, 11: 402). Sangster called this
emphasis the "least defensible part of Wesley's doctrine"
(160) .
R. S. Foster reasoned "we see no difficulty in supposing
if he may convey the attestation of pardon, he may also of
purification. If of one experience, certainly of another"
(230). John Miley accepted the witness of the Spirit for
salvation, but objected that arguments like Foster's are
nothing more than an inference. Since there is insufficient
grounds for the assertion, "it is better, therefore, that such
assertion be not made" (2: 381).
Mudge argues that the great peace and joy imparted by the
Spirit is evidence of God's acceptance, but we have no
scriptural authority to interpret this feeling as the direct
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witness that we have attained Christian perfection (The
Perfect Life 271 ) . Mudge pointed out that such Methodist
authorities as Pope and Whedon did not claim the witness of
the Spirit to entire sanctif ication. He speculated that
Richard Watson was silent on the subject because "he could not
assent to it and did not care to directly antagonize Wesley"
(Growth 183) .
More recently Colin Williams concluded
It should be said, however, that to relate the
doctrine of assurance to the gift of perfection, as
Wesley does, is unscriptural . Christian assurance
is related to forgiveness and adoption (187).
While we can know that we are in a justified state.
Christian perfection is moment-by-moment. Wesley counseled
that it was not necessary to testify to having attained a
specific blessing - "neither perfection, sanctif ication, the
second blessing." Instead he encouraged practical
descriptions of God's work (Jackson, 11: 434-435). The
emphasis should not be upon ourself: "I am sanctified," but
upon God's grace: "I believe the blood cleanses me just now."
In his book on the witness of the Spirit, Everett
Stackpole reasoned:
With increasing knowledge of the truth and prayerful
meditation upon it, assurance becomes clearer and
the fruit of the Spirit more abundant. ... If this
spiritual law be rightly stated, then when one
grasps the promise of purity of heart through the
blood of Jesus, there would naturally be expected
the witness of the Spirit thereto with special
clearness and this is the general testimony of
saints in all ages. . . . The Spirit bears witness
to truth and a powerful manifestation of His
presence and indwelling may accompany other truth as
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well. ... It is an intensification of the abiding
witness of the Spirit (111).
Those who view entire sanctif ication as a permanent
condition or state tend to argue for a direct witness to that
state. Those who understand entire sanctif ication to be a
goal which we progressively move toward would naturally deny
that there could be divine assurance to something not yet
realized. If we allow that our perfection is moment-by -moment
can we not allow that at those moments when we are being
perfected we are conscious of the fact? Stackpole seems to
have a valid point. Those who move toward a closer walk with
God should have a greater assurance from Him. Perhaps the
real issue is not whether there is a witness to entire
sanctif ication or not but whether that witness is to a
permanent state or a present condition.
However, Phoebe Palmer insisted that the seeker testify
definitely to entire sanctif ication in order to retain it
(Dieter, The Holiness Revival 35-36). No doubt seekers were
often pressured into testifying to something they did not
understand. God's Spirit can certainly assure us of our
present condition, but merely claiming to be perfected in love
does not produce Christian perfection.
When does the Baptism with the Spirit Occur?
Fourth, the nineteenth century holiness movement also
moved the baptism of the Holy Spirit from regeneration, as
Wesley taught, to a second experience. Wesley declared, "I
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assert that till a man 'receives the Holy Ghost,' he is
without God in the world" (Jackson, 8: 106). He taught that
"the Apostles themselves had not the proper Christian faith
till after the day of Pentecost" (Jackson, 8: 287, 291).
Wesley described a justified believer, not yet cleansed from
inward sin, as "filled with the Holy Ghost" (Outler, 1 : 237-
9 ) . In his comments on Acts 1 : 5 he taught that all true
believers are baptized with the Holy Ghost (Notes 275). He
comments on Acts 10:47 that those who have received the
baptism with the Holy Ghost should then receive water baptism
(Notes 305). When he taught that the Lord's Supper should be
open to the unconverted, he argued that "our Lord commanded
those very men who were then unconverted, who had not yet
'received the Holy Ghost,' who (in the full sense of the word)
were not believers to 'do this in remembrance of him'"
(Davies, 9: 112). Wesley makes the same observation in his
journal (Ward, 19: 158-9).
A conversation between Wesley and Zinzendorf is sometimes
cited as evidence that Wesley connected Pentecost and entire
sanctif ication (found in Ward, 19: 211-215). Zinzendorf did
not believe in any work of sanctif ication beyond the new birth
stating, "In the moment he is justified, he is sanctified
wholly. From that time he is neither more not less holy, even
unto death" (213). Wesley countered with the example of the
disciples improvement after Pentecost. "Were not the Apostles
justified before the death of Christ?" Notice Wesley does not
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say the disciples were regenerated before Pentecost or
entirely sanctified at Pentecost. He simply continues to
argue, "Were they not more holy after the day of Pentecost,
than before Christ's death?" (214)
Wesley did not specify what their standing was either
before or after Pentecost, but simply used them to illustrate
the fact that there can be improvement. Rob Staples observes
that the question of when the baptism of the Holy Spirit
occurs was not the subject under their discussion (4).
Wesley did believe there was a wide difference between
the Jewish and Christian dispensations (Outler, 2: 110).
Wesley also believed that the Holy Ghost was not given in his
sanctifying graces until after Jesus was glorified.
Apparently the point Wesley is trying to make with Zinzendorf
is that if the disciples could move from the dispensation of
the Son to the dispensation of the Spirit at Pentecost, then
why could they not move from initial sanctif ication to entire
sanctif ication .
It must also be pointed out that Wesley could view
perfection as beginning at the new birth. He declared, "A
Christian is so far perfect as not to commit sin" (Outler, 2:
116). And in an early Wesley sermon. Salvation bv Faith
(1738), Wesley defined justification to mean both forgiveness
of sins and complete freedom from original sin. However, by
1771 Wesley had altered his statement that justification is "a
deliverance from the whole body of sin" to read it is a
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deliverance from "the power of sin" (Outler, 1: 124).
John Fletcher, however, continued to sometimes describe
the new birth in much broader terms. In "A Sermon on the New
Birth" Fletcher describes initial sanctif ication, progressive
sanctif ication, and entire sanctif ication. After describing
entire sanctif ication, Fletcher declared, "This is the highest
point of the sanctif ication of a believer, and consequently
his regeneration is complete" (4: 114). Fletcher understands
that the new creation is not complete until the believer has
reached entire sanctif ication.
Fletcher concluded his sermon on the new birth by
exhorting seekers, "Yes, you shall be baptized by the Holy
Ghost for the remission of sins, and justified freely by
faith" (4: 115). It seems clear that Fletcher equated
regeneration with the baptism of the Spirit. But if
regeneration for Fletcher can encompass more than the initial
moment of salvation, then is Fletcher associating Spirit
baptism with conversion-initiation or is he placing it later
in his progressive regeneration?
In his letters on the "Spiritual Manifestation of the Son
of God," Fletcher refers to the day of Pentecost. He said,
"That they should be baptized with the Holy Ghost and
spiritual fire, was not extraordinary, since it is the common
blessing which can alone make a man a Christian, or confirm
him in the faith. . . " (4: 287). This statement is also open
to more than one possible interpretation.
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John Fletcher did, however, connect the baptism of the
Holy Ghost and Christian perfection (Tyerman 180-185). It
might be argued that Fletcher taught there were many baptisms
of the Spirit. However, Laurence Wood believes Fletcher's
point is that it may take a number of crisis points before the
habit of entire sanctif ication is established (Pentecostal.
204-6) .
Wood argued that since Wesley approved and published
Fletcher's writings that Wesley must have approved of
Fletcher's terminology (Alexander, ed. 163). But in his
letter to Joseph Benson, Wesley objected to Fletcher's
terminology as "not scriptural and not quite proper." In a
second letter to Benson, Wesley referred to Fletcher's "late
discovery." John Telford, the editor, explained
Fletcher's discovery was his doctrine of "Receiving
the Holy Ghost," which Wesley thought unscriptural
and prejudicial to the spread of the truth. Wesley
held that it was improper to separate the work of
sanctif ication from justification, and that all who
were justified had received the Holy Spirit (5: 215,
228) .
Although Wesley normally took liberty to edit writing
with which he disagreed, perhaps he did not feel so free to
tamper with the writings of a friend who was alive. Kenneth
Collins addresses the line of reasoning which points to
Wesley's endorsement of Fletcher's last check as a blanket
approval of all Fletcher's terminology. Collins reminds us
"that the Hill brothers charged Wesley with inconsistency due
to some of the teachings expressed in his Christian Library.
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Wesley simply distinguished his thought from what he had
reprinted. The same caveat applies" to those who attempt to
confuse Wesley's thought with Fletcher's (A Faithful Witness
79). Laurence Wood asked, "Is there any indication that
Wesley clearly rejected or approved Fletcher's equation of
Pentecostal language and Christian perfection? An easy and
direct answer to this question is not possible" (Pentecostal
Grace 209 ) .
An alleged connection Wesley makes with Pentecost and
entire sanctif ication in his sermon on "Christian Perfection"
has been cited (Truly Ourselves 47). In the sermon Wesley
argues that we cannot determine New Testament privilege by Old
Testament standard. He has just said that babes in Christ are
in a sense perfect (at least they do not commit sin) . Then
following these quotes he returns to "He that is born of God
sinneth not." Five pages later he concludes, "A Christian is
so far perfect, as not to commit sin. This is the glorious
privilege of every Christian." Then he proceeds to another
glorious privilege - Christian perfection. The references to
Pentecost do not come from the section dealing with Christian
perfection. While Wood draws quotes from Wesley's sermon
entitled "Christian Perfection," I do not believe that he was
speaking about Christian perfection in the citation Wood uses,
but about the differences between the old and new covenant.
In his "Essay on Truth," Fletcher expanded upon "this
great salvation from sin" by showing that under the Jewish
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dispensation even the holiest sometimes committed sin. But he
warned that we "cannot measure the privilege of real
Christians by those formerly given to the Jews" (1: 589).
The least person in the kingdom of God has greater privilege
than John the Baptist. The new birth produces victory over
sin (1 John 3:9) .
Fletcher said at Pentecost Christ set up His kingdom in
the hearts of the apostles (1: 590). Christ opened the
dispensation of the Spirit at Pentecost (1: 593). If the new
birth is entrance into the kingdom (1: 586), Christian
perfection is the privilege of the Christian dispensation in
its fullness (1: 589).
Fletcher did modify Wesley's approach to Christian
perfection. Donald Dayton notes that while there is not one
text from the book of Acts in Wesley's thirty basic texts for
Christian perfection, Fletcher quoted Acts more than any other
book. Dayton concluded, "we may detect between Wesley and
Fletcher a significant shift in exegetical foundations. . . ."
However, Dayton warns that it would be easy to overemphasize
the differences between Wesley and Fletcher in the way one
could emphasize the differences between the writings of Paul
and John and Luke (Theological 53).
Melvin Dieter believes too much has been made of
purported differences between Wesley and Fletcher. He sees
Fletcher's attraction for Pentecostal and Spirit baptism
motifs as a natural consequence of Wesley's break with
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Reformed theology concerning the possibility of attaining
Christian perfection prior to death. Dieter suggests that the
adoption of Pentecostal and Baptism of the Holy
Ghost paradigms as the major vehicle for the
expression of Holiness thought and preaching by the
close of the [nineteenth] century was no
introduction of an unnatural or unWesleyan element
into the holiness tradition; rather, it was a
natural outgrowth of a weighted factor in Wesley's
own teaching on Christian perfection and the work
and witness of the Holy Spirit in persons and in the
world which demanded theological explication that
the traditional structures of Reformed theology
could not support ("Development," 67-9).
Yet Kenneth Grider wrote that the Church of the Nazarene has
made too much of the claim that John Wesley was its founder.
He noted that "Wesley clearly stated that the 120 were
justified at Pentecost - - and his Explanatory Notes Upon the
NT never once associates the Acts pentecosts with his doctrine
of entire sanctif ication or Christian perfection." Grider
points out that Phineas Bresee, the principal founder of the
Church of the Nazarene, was following John Fletcher when he
taught that the 120 received entire sanctif ication at
Pentecost (letter).
Just how different were the teachings of Wesley and
Fletcher? Dieter sees their continuity and Grider emphasizes
their discontinuity- In this dissertation I attempt to show
some unWesleyan emphases within segments of the holiness
movement. However, I do not believe these excesses to be the
fault of following Fletcher instead of Wesley- It is not
accurate to play Wesley against Fletcher. To the extent that
the holiness movement does not reflect the emphasis of early
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Methodism, I would suggest three reasons.
First, the American holiness movement felt the need to
defend a crisis second work of grace and may have missed the
whole of Fletcher's emphasis. Fletcher did not believe in an
absolutely fixed manner in which God is prescribed to work in
the life of the believer. When asked whether Christian
perfection is received instantaneously or gradually, Fletcher
replied that "both ways are good" (2: 636; see also Wood,
Pentecostal. 203-4). It was not Fletcher's emphasis on the
work of the Holy Spirit which created the problems within the
holiness movement which will be discussed. It was Fletcher's
emphasis on a subsequent work of the Spirit coupled with a
tendency to minimize initial sanctif ication, an insistence
that this work of the Spirit must be instantaneous, and the
concept that this resulted in a permanent state that created a
separate movement.
Second, at times Fletcher was misunderstood. For
example, B. H. Irwin, a member of the Iowa Holiness
Association, misread Fletcher's statement "if one powerful
baptism of the Spirit 'seal you unto the day of redemption,
and cleanse you from all (moral) filthiness,' so much the
better. If two or more be necessary, the Lord can repeat
them" (2: 632). Irwin concluded that there were three works
of grace and the baptism with the Holy Spirit and fire was a
third blessing. By 1900 he had discovered three more works of
grace (Synan, 62, 66).
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The mainstream American holiness movement did not accept
Irwin's views, but portions of the holiness movement have
taught the baptism of the Spirit at Pentecost was a third work
of grace. Peter Wiseman, who later produced an edited version
of Benjamin Field's handbook of theology, admitted that for
years he believed in the third blessing, but abandoned it in
favor of a two stage model (87).
Third, while the holiness movement read Wesley and was
influenced by Fletcher they tended to mix these teachings with
newer teachers who did not hold to a Wesleyan framework.
According to Timothy Smith
The man chiefly responsible for the adoption by
American Wesleyans of the terms "filling" or
"baptism of the Spirit" to describe the experience
of sanctif ication was Charles G. Finney ("Cross"
23) .
Yet Finney himself said he did not receive the view of
sanctif ication entertained by Methodism (Finney, Memoirs 340).
He denied original sin (Finney, Theology 172), taught
regeneration was an act of the human will, and that
"sanctif ication" was necessary in order to keep "saved"
(Gresham 34). J. A. Wood was aware that Finney's doctrine was
mixed with "some new-school Calvinistic sentiments, yet in the
great essentials he harmonized with the Wesleyan view"
(Perfect Love 274). Melvin Dieter described the holiness
movement as "a new blend" of Wesleyanism, historic Pietism,
and American revivalism (Revival 3).
It was this new holiness emphasis which was labeled and
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defended by the nineteenth century holiness movement as
Wesleyan. In fact it was partially Wesleyan, but after saying
so much about a second crisis experience there was a danger of
minimizing God's grace at work prior to entire sanctif ication.
In the early 1950s A. J. Smith collaborated on a twelve
page tract which consisted primarily of quotations from early
Methodist writers demonstrating Pentecost made believers
Christians (Long et al.). The tract created enough of a stir
that A. L. Vess published a booklet entitled Were the
Disciples Born Again Before Pentecost? Vess makes ten
inferences and them moves to seventeen direct reasons why the
disciples were born again before Pentecost. His logic fails
to grasp the real meaning of regeneration and he makes no
attempt to demonstrate that anyone received the Holy Spirit
before Pentecost.
Ever since Zondervan reprinted the works of John Wesley
in 1958, students within the holiness movement have been
discovering the holiness movement is not as purely Wesleyan as
it claims to be. Rob Staples wrote that he first became aware
of the shift in the early sixties (2).
Many holiness scholars now accept the fact that Wesley
believed the disciples were born again at Pentecost even
though the holiness movement teaches the disciples were
entirely sanctified at Pentecost (Staples 3-4; Grider, Entire
Sanctif ication 58; McGonigle 61; Dayton, Doctrine 116; see
also concessions by Turner 149; Wynkoop, Foundations 112; Cox
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132; Arnett 23; Collins, Faithful 77-81; Knight 28; Deasley
27; Lyon, Continued 76).
If this was simply a hermeneutical question it might not
have much consequence, although we should strive to interpret
the Scriptures as accurately as possible. It turns out to be
only one piece in a bigger puzzle, however. The nineteenth
century holiness movement claims to be the direct descendant
of John Wesley- However, the early holiness movement tended
to emphasize a different paradigm than did Wesley -
In comparing historic Methodism with the modern holiness
movement, Wesley Tracy said the holiness movement pressures
people into a premature profession of sanctif ication . He said
there are "tens of thousands of persons who were rushed
prematurely into testifying to an experience that they have
never understood, felt a need for, or permitted God to prepare
them for." In contrast, the early Wesleyans "were quick to
seek sanctifying grace but slow to profess it" (7).
In the last half of this century those within the
Christian Holiness Association, and especially the Wesleyan
Theological Society, have wrestled with the issues of
historical accuracy, biblical exegesis, and contemporary
proclamation. They have moderated some of the extremes of the
early holiness movement. Certainly they have acknowledged
initial sanctif ication and progressive sanctif ication. They
acknowledge that all Christians have the Holy Spirit and they
have provided an open forum where the issue of Spirit baptism
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could be discussed. Ironically, many of the "new" concepts
under discussion find their basis in the eighteenth century.
However, the Inter-church Holiness Convention and its
School of the Prophets have been more concerned with
preserving nineteenth century holiness doctrine. Perhaps
their fear of liberalism caused them to cling to the "old
paths" of the nineteenth century holiness movement. An
auxiliary ministry of the IHC has been the reprinting of
holiness classics. Their current list offers nearly three
hundred titles and the majority are nineteenth century
reprints .
When IHC theologian Leslie Wilcox wrote, "Entire
sanctif ication is purity, never maturity or development. This
is the key of the Wesleyan idea of sanctif ication" (Profiles,
2: 264), he was echoing the emphasis of J. A. Wood.
Nineteenth Century Holiness Theology
The nineteenth century holiness movement developed a new
theology which tended to (1) discount initial sanctif ication,
(2) emphasize a second crisis experience without acknowledging
progressive sanctif ication, (3) explain Christian perfection
in terms of a perfected state not perfecting grace, and (4)
equate Spirit baptism with Christian perfection. To quote A.
M. Hills
Entire sanctif ication is a second definite work of
grace wrought by the baptism with the Holy Spirit in
the heart of the believer subsequently to
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regeneration, received instantaneously by faith, by
which the heart is cleansed from all corruption and
filled with the perfect love of God (Harper 1944).
This statement was adopted by the General Holiness Assembly of
1885. I am not sure, however, it belongs in The Wesley Study
Bible . George Failing raised the question, "Can any
comparable definition be found in Wesley's works?" (23).
This new emphasis was developed under the influence of
Phoebe Palmer, Charles G. Finney, Asa Mahan and others. It
was presented as "Wesleyan" and those within Methodism who did
not accept it were accused of persecuting the holiness
movement .
Charles White said that Phoebe Palmer adopted John
Fletcher's identification of the experience of entire
sanctif ication with the baptism of the Holy Spirit. Yet it
cannot be asserted that Palmer chose to follow Fletcher
instead of Wesley, so the holiness movement tended to arrive
at a different emphasis. In the same essay White identifies
six changes Palmer made in Wesley's doctrine of entire
sanctif ication. White believes that Palmer disrupted the
balance between the instantaneous and the gradual elements in
Christian perfection. The thesis of her first book is that
there is a shorter way to holiness. Her "shorter way"
dispensed with the progressive work of sanctif ication and
urged seekers to claim it on the authority of God's Word
("Palmer" 198-207). While Palmer cited the case of John
Fletcher, who lost holiness five times because he refused to
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testify to it, his case is not exactly the same as the
condition of a person who may not have actually received the
blessing but is urged to claim it anyway.
While Oden considers Palmer to be the pivotal exponent of
the holiness doctrine (Palmer 15-21), yet it would be
misleading to assert that everyone within the holiness
movement agreed with her at every point (Greathouse, Exploring
301 ; see Nathan Bangs below) . Timothy Smith declared,
So successful were they in identifying
sanctif ication with Methodist orthodoxy that
opponents were hard pressed to find ground upon
which to stand without laying themselves open to the
charge of heresy (Called 21 ) .
Yet there were voices raised in opposition. The Pastoral
Address in the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in 1852 warned:
We advise you in writing of holiness, to follow
the well sustained views, and even the phraseology
employed in the writings of Wesley and Fletcher,
which are not superseded by the more recent writers
on the subject. Avoid both new theories, new
expressions, and new measures on the subject, and
adhere closely to the ancient landmarks (qtd. by
Howard 36) .
In 1857 Bishop Nathan Bangs attended a Phoebe Palmer
meeting for the promotion of holiness. He said he "rose under
a trembling sense of my responsibility" and warned them that
the theory which teaches that we are to lay all upon
the altar or surrender up our hearts to God by faith
in Christ, and then believe that God has accepted,
or does accept the offering, without our having any
evidence of the Holy Spirit that it is accepted, or
having any change in our disposition, or any emotion
of joy and peace, more than we had before, is not
sound, is unscriptural, and anti-Wesleyan. . . .
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Abel Stevens recorded that Dr. Bangs left "a written charge
that if any public use should be made of his manuscript
journal this important passage should not be omitted" (396-
402) .
Bishop R. S. Foster wrote in 1869
It has been indiscreetly said, "We are to believe
the work is done, and it will be done." Persons
seeking the blessing have been told that they must
believe they are sanctified, and they will be
sanctified. What a manifest absurdity! Making our
sanctif ication to depend upon the belief of an
untruth; namely, a belief that it is now wrought, in
order that it may be wrought! This is a great
delusion. It is not the doctrine of the Bible. It
is not, and never was, the doctrine of any branch of
the Church. Some sincere and honest Christians have
fallen into this delusion without perceiving its
absurdity; and it has gained considerable currency.
We trust it will no more find place in the language
of the friends of this glorious doctrine (209-210).
Unfortunately, Foster's wish was not granted. Charles
Edward White cites six major modifications Palmer made to
Wesley's doctrine of entire sanctif ication (125-144).
In 1878, D. D. Whedon, editor of the Methodist Quarterly
Review, declared:
The holiness association, the holiness periodical,
the holiness prayer-meeting, the holiness preacher,
are all modern novelties. They are not Wesleyan.
We believe that a living Wesley would never admit
them into the Methodist system (qtd. by Peters
139) .
In 1880 W. B. Pope, a leading Methodist theologian,
cautioned against the modern tendency to teach a new
dispensation of the Spirit of a Pentecostal visitation
superadded to the state of conversion. He warned that those
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who teach Acts 19:2 as an experience after regeneration
diminish the value of regeneration (3: 64).
In 1882 a Methodist editor expressed reservations about
the holiness movement. He contended, "Holiness has always
been the watchword of Methodism." But he admitted that there
was a "growing opposition in the Methodist Episcopal Church to
the so-called holiness movement in the West." He expressed
concern that
the number of those at one time and another
connected with it, whose lives were not up to the
common standards of Christian morals, is larger than
we like to name. And then, some without moral
offense have been sadly lacking in the spirit of
Christ. Their righteousness has been that of the
Pharisees; the most charitable have not been able to
detect even a trace of perfect love in their lives.
They are captious, arrogant, ready in finding fault,
wanting in Christian courtesy, over-anxious
apparently to assert and show their disregard for
proper authority (Bryant 2-4).
In 1894 the bishops' address to the General Conference of
the Methodist Episcopal Church warned
There has sprung up among us a party with holiness
as a watchword; they have holiness associations,
holiness meetings, holiness preachers, holiness
evangelists, and holiness property. Religious
experience is represented as if it consists of only
two steps, the first step out of condemnation into
peace, and the next step into Christian perfection.
. . . We do not question the sincerity and zeal of
these brethren; we desire the Church to profit by
their earnest preaching and godly example; but we
deplore their teaching and methods in so far as they
claim a monopoly of the experience, practice, and
advocacy of holiness, and separate themselves from
the body of ministers and disciples (qtd. by Peters
148) .
In 1894 Everett Stackpole, Methodist missionary to Italy,
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attempted to correct a current error. He wrote
To 'receive the Holy Ghost,' to be 'filled with the
Holy Ghost,' to be 'baptized with the Spirit,'
according to New Testament phraseology, mean
substantially the same thing .... To make the
baptism of the Spirit synonymous with perfect purity
of heart, or to say that one baptized with the
Spirit is thereby and always entirely sanctified, is
a proposition we have long distrusted (71, 111).
During this same time fraune John McClintock and James Strong,
both Methodists, wrote in their Cyclopedia that the baptism of
the Spirit properly belongs with conversion. "This baptism is
neither the same with entire sanctif ication, nor is the latter
the invariable result of the former. Some may have,
unwittingly, but not therefore harmlessly, confounded the two
under the vague name of 'the second blessing'" (9: 951).
I have cited nine warnings coming from within Methodism
concerning the shift of emphasis in the rising holiness
movement. Perhaps a case study could illustrate this point.
In 1878, at the annual conference of the Southern
Methodist Church of North Missouri, A. L. Brewer was to be
ordained. The bishop asked him, "Are you going on to
perfection? Do you expect to be made perfect in this life?
Are you groaning after it?" Brewer interrupted the bishop
saying, "Bishop, if you please, I cannot answer this and the
other two questions in the affirmative." When the bishop
asked why not. Brewer answered, "Because I have that
experience now." The holiness sympathizer reporting the
proceedings wrote that Brewer was excused from answering the
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questions, "for how can one expect to be made perfect in love,
or "groan after it" if he is actually sanctified?" He
concluded that "this was a grand victory for holiness"
(Kiergan 12-13). This incident, as well as any one incident,
illustrates the excesses of the early holiness movement.
Charles Edwin Jones traces the career of A. L. Brewer to
its conclusion. Brewer's fanaticism would not typify the
entire holiness movement, but neither was he the only one to
adopt unorthodox opinions. In 1883, he became part of the
Church of God (Holiness) organized in Centralia, Missouri and
from 1883-1887 he served as theology teacher in the Pauline
Holiness College at College Mound, Missouri. While there he
developed his anti-ordinance theory. During a communion
service, he claimed he heard an inner voice saying, "This is
to be done away." Brewer remembered the scriptural admonition
to show forth the Lord's death until He come. The voice
countered, "He has already come." After investigation Brewer
concluded that Christ had come the second time in 70 A. D. and
established the kingdom of God on earth. Since His return a
royal priesthood minister and they are composed of the
entirely sanctified. All Old Testament sacrifices and New
Testament ordinances have been replaced by the sacrifices of
praise and thanksgiving of the royal priesthood. This
priesthood is to be led by the Holy Spirit and is not subject
to any human authority
The anti-ordinance movement came to teach that
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regeneration was the resurrection, the second coming was
sanctif ication, and the millennium was a third heaven-on-earth
experience they declared to be glorification. About one-
fourth of the holiness people in Missouri followed this
teaching. Brewer finally decided that Jesus was just another
great moral teacher like Buddha. He moved to Pasadena,
California in 1918 by his own admission a "fanatic" (WTJ 7-
23) .
Christ's Sanctified Holy Church, which began in 1892,
taught the same doctrines. Ironically, their name is
registered with the U. S. Patent Office and the legal document
states that their church dates back to John and Charles
Wesley! (Christ's Sanctified Holy Church unpaginated;
Agreement of the Association of Churches Under the Name
Christ's Sanctified Holy Church 1-20).
Instead of drawing from other spiritual streams the early
holiness movement contrasted their view with other views.
This led to a static theology cut off from practical
experience .
While Wesley synthesized traditions, in Conflicting
Concepts of Holiness Purkiser stated the historic Nazarene
understanding of holiness. This differs from Wesley's
teaching, and then attacks the Keswick, Dispensational,
Pentecostal, and Calvinistic positions, which differs from
Wesley's spirit. Books like Dieter's Five Views on
Sanctif ication. which is a dialogue between Wesleyan,
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Reformed, Pentecostal, Keswick, and Augustinian-
Dispensationalism, and Alexander's Christian Spirituality:
Five Views of Sanctif ication. a dialogue between Wesleyan,
Pentecostal, Reformed, Lutheran, and Contemplative are closer
to the Wesleyan spirit.
Wesley would emphasize what was positive about each view,
edit out what he could not accept, and come up with a
synthesis which allowed for the widest possible expression.
Sometimes the differences are semantical. Wesley could look
past inaccurate theological expression and see the intent to
please God. Therefore, in the Wesleyan spirit, I can
fellowship with, learn from, and adapt methods from Keswick,
Pentecostal/charismatic, Dispensational, Calvinistic and
mainline liturgical traditions who are striving to please God,
as well as the holiness tradition. Using the other three legs
of the Wesleyan quadrilateral, everything should be evaluated
on the basis of being scripturally sound, reasonable, and
providing balanced Christian experience.
The Church of the Nazarene is in the process of printing
six volumes of "Great Holiness Classics." Volumes two through
six cover a period of 250 years while volume one is to cover
1700 years! It will be interesting to see how Paul Bassett,
who is editing volume one, deals with the fact that there is
little precedent in the literature of the Christian church for
the early holiness emphasis on an instantaneous experience.
The Fathers spoke often about perfection, but tended to see it
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as a gradual process.
What can be demonstrated from any period of church
history, however, is that genuine believers of every
theological persuasion have felt an inner compulsion toward
Christlikeness . Wesley stood squarely in the middle of that
movement toward Christian perfection.
Consequences of the Change
A Distinct Holiness Exegesis
Sangster' s list of Wesley's thirty primary texts for
Christian perfection does not list one text from the book of
Acts. The book of Acts is a book of history and we must be
careful in drawing doctrinal inferences from its narrative.
Some biblical accounts may be included because they are
atypical. Jeunes Dunn feels that Acts 2:38 is normative and
that many of the experiences recorded in Acts are given
because they did not follow the norm (90-93).
However, the holiness movement leans heavily upon Acts 2,
8, 9, 10, and 19 to argue for a second blessing. Methodist
commentators tended to interpret these passages as transitions
into the new covenant. Herbert McGonigle concluded:
Neither did the early Wesleyans clearly accept, as
would generally be accepted by Wesleyan scholars
today, that those instances in Acts as receiving the
baptism of the Spirit were already justified
believers. This is surely demonstrable with the
disciples at Pentecost, the Samaritans in Acts 8,
the Ephesians in Acts 19, and when all the evidence
is weighed, it can also be advanced for Cornelius
and his household (70).
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For holiness writers the term sanctif ication has been
reduced to entire sanctif ication. A. M. Hills states, "To
avoid all confusion of thought the author speaks of
regeneration only as the initial, creative act of the
religious life, and of sanctif ication as entire - the act of
God cleansing the heart of the true believer of all its sin"
(96). While Wesley was not always consistent in his use of
the term sanctif ication. at least he acknowledged its broader
definition. Here Hills proposes a more narrow definition.
This leads Hills to divide Acts 2:38, Acts 26:18,
Ephesians 5:25-6, and Titus 3:5 into two distinct experiences.
Nothing hermeneutically would suggest such a division, but
references to the Holy Spirit or sanctif ication necessitate
such a division for Hills (143-145).
Romans 6:6, Ephesians 4:22, and Colossians 3:9 refer to
putting off the old man. Kenneth Grider argues convincingly
that these are references to the pre-regenerate life, and in
doing so supports the historic Wesleyan position, but in doing
so he had to contradict the traditional holiness view ("The
Meaning of 'Old Man,'" 15-16, 46). E. G. Marsh stated the
holiness position that
Glorious as is the work of regeneration, it does not
destroy the old man. Carnality, or inbred sin, or
the old man, etc., etc., is not destroyed when one
is born of the Spirit, but is suppressed. ... It
is a sad fact according to experience that many
regenerated saints do not always suppress the old
man. They, at times, give way to his stirrings and
must repent and ask God's forgiveness. Thus man
lives an up and down life for a time (57-63).
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This tendency to depreciate regeneration leads to
antinomianism. The proof that you need "sanctif ication" is
that your "salvation" does not work.
Some within the nineteenth century holiness movement
broke with Arminianism in teaching that Romans 7 depicted a
born again Christian who needed to be "sanctified." To his
credit, J. A. Wood did not (Perfect Love 93-4). However, W.
B. Godbey was satisfied that this chapter detailed the
circumstances leading up to Paul's entire sanctif ication (5:
102). In a more serious commentary William Greathouse sees
Romans 7 as applying to a Christian in a secondary sense (BBC,
8: .160) .
According to John Peter Lange "the Arminian controversy
really began upon the exegesis of this passage" (245). The
second longest treatise in the writings of James Arminius is a
258 page "Dissertation on the True and Genuine Sense of the
Seventh Chapter of the Epistle to the Romans." Arminius
demonstrated that the Church fathers, until Augustine in the
fifth century, generally interpreted Romans 7 as pre-Christian
experience (2: 353-374).
The early Methodists held that Romans 7 was not a
description of Christian experience. Wesley said, "To have
spoken this of himself, or any true believer, would have been
foreign to the whole scope of his discourse" (Notes 359).
Adam Clarke commented, "The very genius of Christianity
demonstrates that nothing like this can, with any propriety.
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be spoken of a genuine Christian" (6: 86, 92). John Fletcher
devoted an entire section to Romans 7 in his "Last Check to
Antinomianism." He challenged the Calvinists to drop "the
yoke of carnality which they try to fix upon St. Paul's neck"
(2: 529-537). Richard Watson summarized the seventh and
eighth chapters of Romans, saying
The moral state of man is traced in the experience
of St. Paul as an exeunple, from his conviction for
sin by the law of God revealed to him in its
spirituality, to his entrance into the condition and
privilege of a justified state (2: 249; 451-2).
Yet H. C. Morrison could write concerning Romans 7 that
The Christian reader will at once recognize the
undoubted truthfulness of these Scriptures for they
are corroborated by the every-day experience of
believing souls, who, struggling against the "old
man," have often been made to cry out, "0 wretched
man that I am, who shall deliver me from the body of
this death (24) .
How ironic that the early holiness movement adopted
Calvinistic exegesis to promote the need for holiness and a
leading Calvinistic scholar reversed himself and declared he
no longer believes Romans 7 describes a regenerate person.
Anthony Hoekema, Calvin Seminary professor emeritus, stated
The mood of frustration and defeat that permeates
this section does not comport with the mood of
victory in terms of which Paul usually describes the
Christian life. The person pictured is still a
captive of the law of sin (7:23), whereas the
believer described in 7:17-18 is no longer a slave
to sin ( 232 ) .
Finally, the holiness movement developed a distinct
understanding of the baptism of the Holy Spirit. Grider
stated that prior to the 1970s "perhaps not a single book was
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authored by a holiness scholar in the previous 100 years or
so, that had not taken the position that Pentecost was the
time of entire sanctif ication of the 120 disciples"
(Sanctif ication 89-90). I cite examples that a rediscovery of
historic Wesleyanism was taking place in the 1950s, but some
of the early statements did not get a wide circulation. Yet,
as Robert Lyon approached the passages from the standpoint of
a biblical interpretation, he concluded that baptism
terminology without exception always has reference to a
believer's entrance into the body of Christ. "The baptism in
the Spirit, far from being a second experience and an
experience subsequent to receiving the Spirit or being born of
the Spirit, stands scripturally at the heart of conversion"
(17, 21).
A Distinct Holiness Sub-culture
The conservative wing of the holiness movement does not
have a sense of historical connectedness nor a spirit of
syncretism.
Growing up in a conservative holiness community I had no
conception of prevenient grace, no appreciation for the
Wesleyan hymns, no understanding of a system of
accountability, nor any sense of optimism concerning Christ's
kingdom. We despised all liturgy on the grounds that it
quenched the Spirit. We placed very little emphasis on the
sacraments (we called them ordinances) . This also tends to be
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true of Pentecostals (Spittler 89). We were "saved and
sanctified" and looked down on everyone who did not hold our
standard. When I first read after Wesley I knew I had never
heard anything like that before. I still struggle at times to
show Wesley's spirit of tolerance instead of a fundamentalist
spirit of intolerance.
H. A. Ironside sought and claimed entire sanctif ication.
He noticed that after his experience he tended to exalt
himself more and Christ less. He found that the "sanctified"
were very little different from their brethren who were "only
justified." He observed among holiness denominations a
continual pattern of breaking off and forming new groups. He
concluded that there was more immorality among holiness groups
than an outsider would suspect. He expressed sorrow over many
who sought an experience that was unattainable. Although he
became labeled a "holiness fighter" and Henry Brockett
attempted to rebut him in Scriptural Freedom from Sin.
Ironside offered the holiness movement some sound advice when
he wrote, "Let a full Christ be preached, a finished work be
proclaimed, the truth of the indwelling Spirit be scripturally
taught, and all these excrescences disappear" (39).
On a more recent note, Phillip Yancey wrote "Imperfect,
Codependent, and Unapologetic .
" He declared that
perfectionism leads to despair and defeat. It often
disintegrates into pettiness. He explained, "Perfectionism
keeps running aground on the barrier reef of original sin."
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Perhaps Ironside and Yancy, as well as many others, have
overreacted to inconsistencies within the holiness movement.
But Yancey does ask a legitimate question, "How can we in the
church uphold the ideal of holiness while avoiding the
consequences of disillusionment, pettiness, abuse of
authority, spiritual pride and exclusivism?" (92).
Conclusion
While the early holiness movement transferred Wesley's
rationale for Christian perfection to their model of two works
of grace, much of the richness of the Wesleyan system was
lost. Donald Dayton reported that Mildred Wynkoop once
shocked a Wesleyan Theological Society meeting by declaring
she doubted whether the Holiness movement was ready for the
"whole Wesley" (Dayton, "Pentecostal Link" 43).
John Wesley developed a synthesis that preserved the best
of the ancient influences while avoiding their extremes. A
Plain Account of Christian Perfection still appeals to my head
and my heart each time I read it.
Yet there was something imprecise about Wesley's
approach. He did not nail down every detail. He did not
reduce the path to perfection down to a simple formula. It
was not very marketable on American soil because of our
pragmatism. So Charles Finney developed a simplified
explanation of what it was and Phoebe Palmer developed a
simplified method for attaining it. The early holiness
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movement plugged Wesley's rationale for the process of
Christian perfection into their emphasis on a sanctified state
and persuaded the majority that they were the legitimate heirs
of Wesley.
The early holiness movement developed a new emphasis.
Their theory of sanctif ication introduced four tendencies:
(1) they sometimes discounted initial sanctif ication. The
holiness message seemed at times to say that Christians were
not pure, not holy, and did not quit sinning until they got
the second blessing. This depreciated the glorious work of
the new birth.
(2) some emphasized a second crisis experience without
sufficiently acknowledging progressive sanctif ication. The
holiness movement exchanged the means (a deeper experience)
for the end (maturity in Christ).
(3) often they perceived Christian perfection in terms of a
perfected state and not perfecting grace. This shifted the
emphasis from God's grace to man's works. This shift opened
the door to legalism and asceticism making the extreme fringes
of the holiness movement nothing more than Protestant
monastics .
(4) They came to equate Spirit baptism with Christian
perfection. The question is not whether anyone prior to the
holiness movement ever used pneumatical or pentecostal
language to describe Christian perfection. Before we jump to
the conclusion that there was a historical precedent set for
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the holiness emphasis we must ask these questions: If a writer
connected Pentecost and perfection, did he also connect
pentecost and the new birth? Did the writer teach that
Christians did not have the Spirit prior to their perfection?
Did the author connect the baptism of the Holy Spirit with
Christian perfection? Did the author teach that Christian
perfection is an instantaneous experience?
Certainly the mainstream holiness movement does continue
to have an influence upon American culture, but the IHC was
formed to protest the "compromises" the broader movement made
with American culture. Today the IHC would represent about
.6% of the holiness movement in America (18,000 4- 3,000,000).
However, the narrowness of the conservative holiness
movement should not blind us to the great truth of Christian
perfection. R. Newton Flew surveyed the idea of perfection in
Church history and then issued this challenge:
We reach, then, this broad conclusion, that the
seeking of an ideal that is realizable in this world
is essential to Christianity. It is essential to
the corporate life of the Church that this principle
should be enshrined at the heart of its doctrines,
its hymns, its confessions of faith, its
institutions. It is essential for the individual
Christian that the goal set before him should be not
merely conversion, not merely a life of service, but
perfection. Or if the term is disliked, let it be
Wesley's phrase - "perfect love", or "sanctity", or
"holiness". "If we have no hunger and thirst after
that righteousness which is Christ, we are not
Christians ... at all." Christianity is not
Christianity unless it is aiming at Perfection
(398) .
Flew continued his argument stating, "The ultimate
consideration is not whether human beings have ever attained.
but whether it is God's will that they should" (402). He
concluded, "Since holiness is given in response to faith, and
since faith is no mere single response but a continuous
succession of responses to the divine Giver, it follows that
the ideal life is a 'moment-by-moment' holiness" (405).
Mildred Wynkoop warned that sanctif ication "is not properly a
state but a living, vital relationship with God" (331).
Edward Sugden, in his introduction to Wesley's sermon
"Christian Perfection," pointed out the confusion caused by
teaching that the carnal mind is something which can be
removed "like an aching tooth or a cancerous growth."
However, Laurence Wood has demonstrated the term carnal is a
metaphor and that Paul did not think of sin as a physical
substance. Wood concludes that it was not Wesley, but Sugden
who came closest to a materialistic concept of sin
(Pentecostal Grace 139-146).
Sugden argued that our strongest instincts can be so
suppressed that we are not conscious of them. We can be so
overwhelmed by a sense of God's love that we are not conscious
of any sin. He used the well known phrase: "the expulsive
power of a higher affection."
But this is a moment-by-moment experience. The fact that
I am victorious over sin at one moment is no guarantee that I
will conquer it in the next moment, although the tendency may
become more and more habitual. Sugden then introduced this
statement by Wesley saying it was one of the wisest things he
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ever said.
Does not talking of a justified or a sanctified
state tend to mislead men? almost naturally leading
them to trust in what was done in one moment?
Whereas, we are every hour and every moment pleasing
or displeasing to God, according to our works;
according to the whole of our inward tempers, and
our outward behaviour ( 2 : 149).
Sugden concluded that "geometry loses none of its value
because there never was ... a perfectly straight line or an
absolutely true circle." Christian perfection is an ideal "to
which the believer approximates ever more closely, though it
may be impossible to say that he has absolutely attained it"
(2: 150).
According to Mildred Wynkoop, Wesley's "deepest
conviction was that man could be saved from sin here on this
earth in this life and live in the atmosphere of love to God
and man." Yet "when he related perfection to the human
situation, the 'absolute' of sanctif ication was no longer
'perfect'" (270).
God alone is absolutely holy. But there is a relative
and contingent holiness which God can and does impart to His
children. A. W. Tozer explained, "He shares it with them by
imputation and by impartation, and because He has made it
available to them through the blood of the Lamb, He requires
it of them" (113) .
I believe that the greatest event in a believer's
spiritual life is the new birth. There are stages prior to a
clear witness of God's acceptance. Many who claim salvation
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are only in the preliminary stages and when they arrive at the
fullness of regeneration they call it a second work.
When Christ baptizes us with His Spirit we are born
again. His Spirit bears witness with our spirit and enables
us to rise above conscious acts of sin. We are sanctified and
holy so long as we walk in obedience and live by faith.
The entire salvation process is the work of the Holy
Spirit, from prevenient grace to awakening, conviction to the
gift of faith, to regeneration, assurance, initial,
progressive, entire, and final sanctif ication. Just as the
Spirit distributes the gifts as He chooses, so He can work in
each life as He chooses. The mistake of the early holiness
movement was to reduce the scope of sanctif ication to a second
crisis experience.
Can sanctif ication be entire? We cannot put limits upon
the grace of God, but we are usually cleansed to our level of
consciousness .
The Holy Spirit within us will lead us on to Christian
perfection. There will be many crisis points in our
experience when we realize an attitude, a word, or a deed was
not Christlike. This will cause us to repent and to surrender
anew to His Lordship.
It is not especially useful, however, to divide Christian
experience into distinct works of grace. Salvation is all by
grace beginning with prevenient grace all the way through to
final sanctif ication. Kenneth Kinghorn explained
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Growth in the Lord, for most Christians, involves
both moments of crises and periods of process. By
crises I mean those special times when we
consciously make deeper commitments to Christ, as
the Holy Spirit reveals personal needs and deeper
possibilities. By process I mean the daily growth
in grace that we undergo as we walk in faithful
obedience to Christ (9).
As we trust Christ moment-by-moment we are cleansed by
His blood and filled with His Spirit. The Holy Spirit
develops Christian character and maturity within those who are
consistently led by the Spirit. Those who walk closest are
the most conscious of their imperfections . Yet they can be
cleansed at least from all conscious sin. The fruit of the
Spirit can be increased in quality and quantity. They can
have a greater delight in God's law and a greater consistency
in keeping it. They may enjoy a greater sense of God's favor
and blessing. They can develop a greater sensitivity and
compassion for their neighbor. This, I believe, is Christian
perfection.
CHAPTER 4
UNDERSTANDING CURRENT BELIEFS of the IHC
A Description of the IHC
The National Camp-Meeting for the Promotion of Christian
Holiness first met at Vineland, New Jersey on June 17, 1867.
It exists today as the Christian Holiness Association with 27
affiliated holiness denominations and an approximate
membership of one million in the United States and Canada
(Dieter, Beacon 261).
Around twenty groups have splintered away from the
denominations within the CHA or were never part of the CHA.
These groups are affiliated under the umbrella of the Inter-
Church Holiness Convention (Jones, Guide 466). It is my
estimate the membership within the IHC is around 12,000 -
18,000 (see p. 15) .
The first IHC was held January 1, 1952 in Salem, Ohio.
It was a resistance movement against perceived compromise and
mergers within the existing holiness denominations. They took
a strong stand against centralized government, mergers,
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degenerating conditions in denominational schools, and
worldliness (which was defined as: rings, television, immodest
attire, and bobbed hair for women) (Schmul and Fruin 3-5).
The first rupture within the Church of the Nazarene
occurred in 1955 when Glenn Griffith formed the Bible
Missionary Church. W. T. Purkiser noted that
the occasion for the defection was not really the
cause. The coming of television posed some of the
same issues that had been encountered with the
emergence of radio a generation earlier. It only
served as a focal point to pull together a wide
range of concerns in which degrees of emphasis
became the real issue (Called 272-3).
The Bible Missionary Church itself split and the second group
became known as The Wesleyan Holiness Association of Churches.
Melvin Deiter mistakenly refers to the "International
Holiness Convention," but is accurate in his description of
the IHC:
Since the end of World War II, there have been
a series of small defections from each of the major
holiness churches. In the main these represented
expressions of discontent in conservative sectors of
the holiness denominations as increased growth and a
more favorable response to contemporary culture
brought changes in traditional holiness life-styles.
Many of these new holiness bodies gather together
under the aegis of the International Holiness
Convention, a more conservative counterpart of the
Christian Holiness Association (Beacon 261 ) .
Donald Dayton calls the IHC the "Inter-Denominational
Holiness Convention" and says
In the twentieth century the holiness movement
has shed some of the trappings of revivalism and is
better viewed as conservative Methodism. This
development has produced a conservative reaction
leading to a number of very small groups such as the
Allegheny Wesleyan Methodist Connection, the Bible
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Missionary Church (originally Nazarene), the
Wesleyan Holiness Association (originally Bible
Missionary), the United Holiness Church, and the
Evangelical Wesleyan Church (both originally Free
Methodist), loosely grouped together in the Inter-
Denominational Holiness Convention ( International
475) .
In their purpose statement it appears the IHC felt the need to
stand against mainline holiness churches and the pentecostal
movement. Their purpose was
To promote the true Scriptural doctrine as to the
nature of holiness in sharp distinction from those
popular theories which (A) teach a so-called
holiness which demands no death to self, no
separation from the world and worldly practices, no
positive filling with the Holy Spirit, and which
lightly passes over as "non-essential" those matters
of outward living, dress, speech and conduct which
are taught by the Word of God; (B) teach a doctrine
which, while demanding no holy conformity of life to
the Word of God insists on the necessity of certain
"signs" such as the gift of tongues, as a proof of
the Baptism of the Holy Ghost (Schmul and Fruin,
202) .
Forty years later it appears that the IHC is primarily
united on what they stand against. Writing in 1977, Danny
McCain saw a polarization within the movement. He wrote, "I
can hardly see how we can avoid a split - a separation of
'conservatives' from 'liberals'" (57). Although he proceeded
to modify that position, history has proven his fears were
correct .
W. L. King, his "Voice of the Nazarene" periodical, and
the Old Paths Holiness Convention have departed because the
IHC was not conservative enough. The IHC Convention Herald
reported that attempts to reconcile with King were rebuffed
and the IHC considered the matter closed (Schmul, "Rebuffed"
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7). The next issue of King's magazine concluded "as far as we
are concerned these men and the I. H. C. have chosen the
downward path and, WE. BARING UNFORSEEN Fsicl CIRCUMSTANCES
NOW CONSIDER THE MATTER CLOSED. King claims over sixty
ministers in the Voice of the Nazarene Association of Churches
(King, "Truth").
On the other hand, hundreds of ministers and members have
left because they perceived the movement to be too legalistic.
For example, statistics from one IHC affiliated denomination,
the Church of God (Holiness), indicates "during the last 25
years we have had a 21% decrease in licensed ministers and a
16% decrease in organized churches" (Gayle Woods, "Flight" 9).
Of those who left 30% became Wesleyans, 30% became
Nazarenes, 20% affiliated with the Church of God (Anderson),
and 20% became independent (Gayle Woods, "Learn?" 16). This
pattern would be the norm and not the exception across the IHC
constituency-
Wesley's advice seems forgotten by those zealous to
promote their own version of Wesleyanism. Wesley wrote:
Nor do we desire to be distinguished, by actions.
customs . or usages of an indifferent nature. Our
religion does not lie in doing what God has not
enjoined, or abstaining from what he hath not
forbidden. It does not lie in the form of our
apparel, in the position of our body, or the
covering of our heads; nor yet in abstaining from
marriage, or from meats and drinks, which are all
good if received with thanksgiving. Therefore,
neither will any man, who knows whereof he affirms,
fix the mark of a Methodist here, in any actions or
customs purely indifferent, undetermined by the word
of God (Davies, 9: 34-35).
They have also ignored his advice in A Plain Account of
Christian Perfection which cautioned, "Beware of schisms, of
making a rent in the Church of Christ" (Jackson 11: 433).
Yet, the IHC perceives itself to be the true descendants
of John Wesley If a picture is worth a thousand words, the
cover of the March/April 1992 Convention Herald says it all.
Under a caption "A Heritage to Keep and to Share" there are
nine people portrayed and Wesley is in the center. I am not
exactly sure why Augustine, Martin Luther, and Fanny Crosby
were portrayed. I am sure John Wesley, Francis Asbury, and
William Booth are there to symbolize the Wesleyan heritage.
Then in the forefront Glen Griffith, H. Robb French, and H. E.
Schmul are portrayed. These last three men were instrumental
in the formation of the IHC.
Yet the IHC is selectively Wesleyan. A two-paged article
in the Convention Herald asserted that
to say that Mr. Wesley did not teach what is
accepted by modern holiness writers today is not the
same as saying he would not have accepted it had he
had an opportunity to see and think through a
clearly developed presentation of this later Spirit-
centered sanctif ication theology (Trouten 4).
The development of a survey
I proposed to survey a random cross-section of Inter-church
Holiness Convention credentialed ministers. The survey was
field tested at a ministerial conference in September, 1992
and approved on December 1, 1992. My goal was to be able to
write a description of attitudes on sanctif ication among the
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IHC ministry from the data.
In February, 1992 and again in April, 1992 H. E. Schmul,
executive secretary of the IHC, indicated that I might be able
to have access to the mailing list of the Convention Herald.
I was to submit the cover letter and survey to the IHC board
along with a letter requesting permission to use their mailing
list. I submitted that information on December 7, 1992 (see
Appendix D) . I was finally told on January 13, 1993 that my
request had been denied in a board meeting held in April of
1992 (see Appendix E) .
After gathering all the denominational lists that were
available to me, I randomly selected every tenth name and
compiled a mailing list of 153 names in 27 states. On March
27, 1993 I mailed the survey to those 153 names. Here was the
response :
First Mailing 153
Returned 53
Discarded 5
Response Rate 36%
On August 26, 1993 I sent out a second mailing to the 95 names
that had not responded.
Second Mailing 95
Returned 14
Discarded 4
Response Rate 15%
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Here are the combined totals:
Overall Distribution
Returned
Discarded
Response Rate . .
9
47%
153
67
Question #13 was added to the survey when I was unable to
get the official IHC mailing list. I wanted to make sure that
the profile I arrive at is actually describing participants in
the IHC. As a result of responses to question 13 I had to
discard ten surveys which indicated no identification with the
IHC.
The educational level of the respondents indicated that
most had attended college for all or part of a four year
program. The breakdown indicates:
The average respondent had completed 25 years of ministry
after attending Bible School or seminary and was 55 years old.
When asked how familiar they were with the actual
writings of John Wesley, they responded:
The Results of the Survey
some high school but less than diploma
high school diploma
some college but less than baccalaureate
baccalaureate
masters
doctoral
3
7
19
18
8
2
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slight 12
moderate 28
extensive 16
thoroughly familiar 1
Does sanctif ication as used in the Bible usually refer to
a second work of grace?
disagreed 3
neutral 6
agreed 10
strongly agreed 38
When asked if John Wesley connected entire sanctif ication
with the meaning of Pentecost,
disagreed 4
were neutral 7
did not respond 8
agreed 5
strongly agreed 33
I asked does an individual initially receive the Holy
Spirit when entirely sanctified?
strongly disagreed 25
disagreed 8
neutral 2
did not respond 3
agreed 4
strongly agreed 15
When asked to react to the statement that normally the
work of entire sanctif ication in the life of a Christian is
not a progressive work.
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strongly disagreed 12
disagreed 11
neutral 6
did not answer 2
agreed 3
strongly agreed 23
Does an individual initially receive the Holy Spirit at
the new birth?
strongly disagreed 10
did not respond 3
agreed 9
strongly agreed 35
Is the work of entire sanctif ication in the life of a
Christian both progressive and instantaneous?
strongly disagreed 3
neutral 1
did not respond 2
agreed 2
strongly agreed 49
When asked which aspect of sanctif ication they stressed
most in their ministry,
entire sanctif ication 33
final sanctif ication ..... 1
initial sanctif ication 15
progressive sanctif ication 6
did not respond 2
The top seventeen texts used in preaching on entire
sanctif ication and the frequency with which they were
mentioned :
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Hebrews 12:14 18
1 Thessalonians 4:3-8 13
John 17:17 13
1 Thessalonians 5:23 12
Romans 12:1-2 7
Romans 8 . 7
Matthew 5:6-8 5
Hebrews 6:1 5
Acts 2 5
Acts 19:2 3
Matthew 5:48 3
Acts 1:8 3
Hebrews 13:12 2
Acts 15:8-9 2
John 14:17 2
1 John 1:9 2
John 15:26-16:8 2
When asked what evidences follow those who are entirely
sanctified most answers had to do with Christlikeness or
Christian ethics. Six responses used eradication language.
By far the most common concern within the IHC is
compromise with a second concern expressed over polarization
and divisiveness .
Critique of the Survey
There is tension in developing a survey that is precise
enough to be of any value. If the questions are phrased in
tight, theological terminology the risk is that it might put
off the respondent and they might choose not to respond at
all. At the close of one returned survey the respondent
wrote :
I'm sure as you know the term Holiness means
different things to different people. Each person
idenifies [sic] these terms in his own conciept
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[sic] of each term. I question the value of such a
poll .
Perhaps others who agreed with this respondent chose not to
respond at all because they did not see the value in defining
terms .
On the other hand where terms are not defined adequately,
the analysis of the data is open to question. For example,
even though question five specifically asked how
sanctif ication was used in the Bible, John Wesley himself was
not always consistent in his use of the term. The purpose of
the question was to get at their concept of sanctif ication.
Does the respondent understand that it encompasses all of the
concepts delineated in question eleven: initial, progressive,
entire, and final? Reaction to question eleven indicated some
were unfamiliar with or objected to such terminology.
Question six was poorly worded. Laurence Wood responded,
"If you had asked if Wesley explicitly equated baptism with
the Spirit and entire sanctif ication, I would have said no."
However, as the question was asked in the survey, "John Wesley
connected entire sanctif ication with the meaning of
Pentecost," Wood said he would have answered yes.
Question seven asked for a response to the statement, "An
individual initially receives the Holy Spirit when entirely
sanctified." In contrast to this statement, at question nine
I put, "An individual initially receives the Holy Spirit at
the new birth." It is obvious that I was trying to get at
their understanding of when the Holy Spirit is first received.
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However, Laurence Wood said, "I would want to know what
'receive' means. Much NT exegesis, as in Dunn, Bultmann,
Earth, has discussed this." While I would not expect the
average respondent to be familiar with this sort of technical
discussion, again the question is how precise should the
wording be. Wood responded, "I would say everyone 'receives'
the H.S. at the new birth, but not everyone receives the
fullness of the H. S. Fletcher used 'receive' in this second
sense .
"
Wood concludes the survey was skewed by ambiguity within
the survey and my interpretation of the survey was influenced
by my own assumptions . He wrote
Your testing instrument is an inadequate measurement
for doing what you seemed to have intended. I am
not sure how this test will measure anything
specific which will substantiate your thesis that
IHC ministers are inadequately informed on Wesley
and thus "heretical . " I suppose an equal case could
be made against mainstream Methodism which I suspect
does not know Wesley either and thus is largely
"heretical . " But the real point of your testing
instrument was to see if IHC ministers understood
Wesley's concept of the Spirit in reference to
sanctif ication. Frankly, I am not sure that you
understand it either. And your testing questions
were too general and imprecise to gather the kind of
information you needed (letter 4).
After my proposal was approved in June, 1992 I began work
on the development of a survey- I did field testing in
September and on December 1, 1992 I received a letter from
Leslie Andrews, director of the Doctor of Ministry program.
She wrote, "I have reviewed your proposed survey and cover
letter and think you have done an excellent job in refining
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it. You may feel free to now move ahead with its
distribution" (letter). While Dr. Wood had seen the survey in
its development and offered suggestions, my mistake was in not
working closely enough with Dr. Wood in refining the
theological language .
I felt I knew my target audience well enough to phrase my
questions in terms with which they would be comfortable, but
that raises a question of whether I was leading the
respondent . I attempted to put some internal checks for
consistency within the survey which would insure against
leading questions, however.
I feel that, despite the survey's weaknesses, it does
illustrate a lack of breadth in the concept of sanctif ication
among IHC ministers. I think the results indicate some
serious gaps in the IHC grasp of the doctrine of
sanctif ication . However, I held the same opinion, on the
basis of observation, before administering the survey.
My analysis is stated in the next chapter. The reader
must also critique my analysis, keeping in mind both my
personal assumptions and the weaknesses of the survey itself.
Does the survey accurately measure beliefs within the IHC or
does it merely reflect my evaluation of the IHC?
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS and SUMMARY
An Analysis of the Data
Age and Educational Profile
Of the IHC ministers, 70% attended college and a little
over half of that number had graduated with at least a
baccalaureate degree. Those figures do not reflect aptitude,
intelligence, or what may be gained informally. I feel no
need to criticize ministers who may not have had educational
opportunities. I would only observe that in a holiness Bible
college often the emphasis is more upon indoctrination than
upon intellectual honesty. In a recent article, Mark Noll
warned that in the evangelical zeal to save souls we have lost
the battle for the mind (29).
Often the holiness Bible college exists to shield the
student rather than to expose him or her. Sometimes I sense a
backlash against education. The few with earned doctorates
usually do not have their degree in the field of theology.
None of the groups surveyed would demand any particular
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educational standard before ordination.
The average minister has served the church for 25 years.
In all the survey reflects the experience of 1466 years of
ministry. It would be very egotistical for me to use my 16
years of experience as a pastor as their measuring stick. I
am sure collectively and individually they have made valuable
contributions to the kingdom of God.
Some recent statistics show an increase in pastors
leaving Christian vocation (McBurney 26). I hold these IHC
pastors in esteem because they have been faithful to their
calling.
The ages span from 24 to 91 . Yet I notice their average
age is 55. No one can help their age, but that means many of
them are only about 7 years from retirement. Who will replace
them? Two-thirds of the pastors in the Church of God
(Holiness) are over 50 and of the total number one- third is
over 70 (Samuel Smith).
These figures may raises questions about the future of
the conservative holiness movement. In a form letter from H.
E. Schmul dated September, 1993, Schmul claimed that "50% or
more of those attending Dayton IHC are about 39 years of age
and under." Yes, there are young people at the national
assembly, but they are there for any number of reasons. A
better question might be are they remaining affiliated with
the IHC as they progress educationally and at what rate are
they entering the ministry?
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A 1989 survey conducted by the Home Mission Department of
the Church of God (Holiness) indicated an overall decline and
no stated goals among local congregations. There was a 14%
decrease in Sunday School attendance between 1987-9. The
highest age group in church attendance was 60 and up. The
lowest age group in church attendance was 25-40. The
conversion rate was just offsetting the death rate Information
supplied in 1989 (Parker). The executive secretary of the Home
Mission Department at that time is now affiliated with the
Church of the Nazarene.
Exposure to Wesley
Three-fourths felt they had a moderate to extensive
familiarity with the actual writings of John Wesley. I have
observed that many people only read about Wesley and have
never read him first handed. The holiness message may be
packaged with Wesley's name and yet not reflect Wesley's
emphasis. It is hard to know whether these ministers have a
second handed familiarity or whether they have actually
studied the works of John Wesley.
According to Wesley the term sanctif ication refers to
those who are justified unless it is qualified by another word
such as "wholly" or "entirely" (Jackson 11: 388). Wesley did
not always follow his own advice, but the context of his
writings will usually make clear what he has in mind. Yet in
their response 84% of the IHC ministers said sanctif ication as
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used in the Bible usually refers to a second work of grace.
They are not aware of the broader usage of sanctif ication; for
them it has a specialized definition. This is particularly
interesting because IHC theologian Leslie Wilcox admitted
The word sanctif ication is sometimes used in
describing the first work of grace. In the case of
all the older Methodist theologians this means the
beginning of sanctif ication. . . . More modern
holiness writers have sometimes failed to make the
distinction and have used the word sanctif ication
exclusively in the sense of entire sanctif ication.
We need to retain the emphasis that in regeneration
the outward life is made holy, or we can say that
sanctif ication is begun (2: 236).
The IHC claims to be Wesleyan, but it has redefined this
important term in spite of the warning by Wilcox. Later, when
we look at key scripture texts this will affect the
interpretation of several passages . One respondent believed
sanctif ication referred to a second work of grace "because I
have experienced it as such."
A recent article in the "Convention Herald" admitted, "it
is agreed by nearly all Wesleyan scholars that Wesley did
believe and teach that the disciples were born again on the
day of Pentecost" (Trouten 4). Yet 67% of the IHC ministers
believed Wesley connected Pentecost and entire sanctif ication.
Only 7% disagreed. 27% either did not know or care. One
respondent wrote, "I feel he did." This may indicate the
person had always heard these concepts presented together, but
had never checked it out personally.
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The Role of the Holy Spirit
Two contradictory questions were placed in the survey to
measure the degree of consistency in the answers. When asked
if a person initially receives the Holy Spirit at the new
birth, 77% agreed. The statement is then reversed, "An
individual initially receives the Holy Spirit when entirely
sanctified." We should expect 23% to agree on the basis of
the first response. However, 34% agreed!
To state their reactions negatively, if 18% disagreed
that we receive the Spirit initially at the new birth, we
would expect that 18% would say we receive the Spirit
initially at the second work. Instead, 33% agree with the
second statement.
If 58% disagree that we initially receive the Spirit when
entirely sanctified, we would expect that same 58% to say that
we receive the Spirit in the new birth. However, 77% now
agree with the second statement.
There is a 15% to 19% confusion rate revealed by the
inconsistent answers given. A significant number of IHC
ministers are not clear on the point of when we initially
receive the Holy Spirit.
Crisis and Process
Again two contradictory statements were placed in the
survey to test for consistency. Is there any growth in grace
or progressive sanctif ication? Do we get it all in two crisis
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experiences?
46% said entire sanctif ication was not normally a
progressive work. They would see entire sanctif ication only
as a crisis experience. Yet when asked if entire
sanctif ication was both crisis and process, 89% agreed that it
was .
If 40% disagreed that entire sanctif ication was only a
crisis, we would expect that 40% would agree that it was
process and crisis (unless they felt there was no second
crisis - yet this concept of a second crisis is what defines
the holiness movement.) However, the spread between the 89%
who agree entire sanctif ication is both crisis and process and
the 40% who felt there was a process in the earlier question
is 49 percentage points .
If the numbers were run the opposite way, 46% agree that
entire sanctif ication is crisis only, we would expect 46% to
disagree with the second statement, that entire sanctif ication
is both crisis and process. However, only 5% disagreed.
The IHC ministry seems very confused on the issue of
crisis and process.
The Holiness Message
When asked what aspect of sanctif ication they stressed in
their own ministry, 58% said they emphasized entire
sanctif ication. In field testing the survey I found ministers
tended to put the four sanctif ication terms in their
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theological sequence. In the final version of the survey the
parenthetical explanation was given, "rank in order of
emphasis (not theological sequence)." I still suspect some
misunderstood the intent of the question. Perhaps as many as
eleven surveys were organized theologically. The usual order
was to place progressive sanctif ication after entire
sanctif ication. This reflects the old holiness mentality that
there can be no growth until after carnality is eradicated.
What is also significant is that 16 surveys have only
entire sanctif ication checked with all the rest left blank.
Only one survey had checked progressive sanctif ication while
leaving the other categories blank.
It is also significant that the respondents made marginal
notes asking what I meant by these terms. In all there were
six similar comments raising questions about these four terms.
What seems clear is that most holiness preachers
emphasize entire sanctif ication without giving due emphasis or
even understanding the scope of sanctif ication. The danger is
that they are preaching a part for the whole and do not
clearly understand the relationship of the part to the whole.
I appreciated one comment, "I try to stress them all! "
But there was only one such comment. I do not fault any
minister for a biblical presentation of entire sanctif ication,
but in light the prerequisites for entire sanctif ication it
almost seems like starting preschoolers out in college to
preach entire sanctif ication to the average congregation while
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disregarding initial and progressive sanctif ication.
W. E. Sangster listed the primary texts on which Wesley
chiefly relied for his doctrine of Christian perfection (37-
52). Sangster promised thirty passages, but only gave 25.
The Wesley Study Bible listed 26 similar texts under a section
entitled, "The Thirty Texts of Wesley" (Harper 1951-2). Here
is Sangster' s list:
Ezekiel 36:25-29
Matthew 5:8
Matthew 5:48
Matthew 6:10
John 8:34-36
John 17: 20-23
Romans 2:29
Romans 12:1-2
2 Corinthians 3:17
2 Corinthians 7 : 1
Galatians 2:20
Ephesians 3:14-19
Ephesians 5:27
Philippians 3:15
1 Thessalonians 5:23
Titus 2:11-14
Hebrews 6 : 1
Hebrews 7:25
Hebrews 10:14
James 1 : 4
1 John 1 :5-7
1 John 1 : 8-9
1 John 2:6
1 John 3:3, 8-10
1 John 5:13
In comparing Wesley's list with the list used by IHC
ministers, 65% of their texts are not on Wesley's list.
Wesley used 19 texts not cited more than once (if at all) by
an IHC minister. Only six texts were on both lists. With a
combined possibility of 36 texts, there is an agreement on
only 17%. This is not to say that Wesley's exegesis was
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always impeccable or that he said everything that needed to be
said about entire sanctif ication or that his major text list
is necessarily exhaustive. The numbers do indicate, however,
that Wesley centered his teaching of Christian perfection on a
different foundation than does the IHC. While it would be
beyond the scope of this paper to exegete every passage, only
four IHC texts were listed more than ten times. One of them,
1 Thessalonians 5:23 is on Wesley's list. The other three are
not. The common word in these three texts is the word
sanctify or holiness . Given the narrow holiness definition
for these terms, Hebrews 12:14 is construed to teach without
the second blessing we cannot enter heaven.
1 Thessalonians 4:3 is taken out of context to teach that
the second blessing is God's will for us. When we read that
definition into the context, the implication is that we will
not abstain from fornication until we receive the second
blessing.
John 17:17 is taken to mean that the disciples are
already born again and Jesus is praying for their entire
sanctif ication. Yet in light of the circumstances it is
better to understand that Jesus is praying for their
sanctif ication in the broadest terms - from initial to final
sanctif ication.
IHC Concerns
Question #14 is open ended. I intended to categorize the
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answers under three classifications: emotional responses,
ethical responses, and legalistic responses. I was afraid if
I structured the question with those three responses I might
be leading the individual. As it turned out the variety of
responses centered around Christlikeness or ethical standards.
Emotional phenomenon was never cited as evidence although a
couple of surveys said tongues was not an evidence of entire
sanctif ication.
The responses were either scriptural phrases or such
general statements that I could not determine if any legalism
was implied. For example, one respondent said, "They will
conform to God's word in the way they dress, and conduct
themselves . " I cannot be certain whether the respondent is
implying basic Christian modesty or some extreme legalism.
While I had no problem with many of the responses, the
most basic question I would like to follow up with is - to
what extent is this evidence not present in the life of all
genuine Christians? For example, when a respondent says the
evidence of entire sanctif ication is "the power to live a
victorious life," does that mean all other Christians live a
defeated life?
It is also worth noting that 17% of those who described
entire sanctification used eradication language of some sort.
The greatest issue facing the IHC movement today was most
often identified as compromise or letting down the standards.
The second most common response (which appeared about half as
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often) was a concern over polarization and divisions. These
two responses typify the tension within conservative holiness
circles .
Areas of Agreement /Disagreement
Many descriptions given of entire sanctif ication sounded
Wesleyan. One responded with Wesley's definition of loving
God with all our heart and our neighbor as ourself. Another
cited the command in 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18 to rejoice
evermore, pray without ceasing, and in everything give thanks.
The same respondent then made reference to 1 Corinthians 13.
When asked, "What evidences follow those who are entirely
sanctified?" one responded, "There are many; most are started
in regeneration, excelerated [sic] in Sanctif ication. " Yet
in the next sentence the same respondent continues, "While the
inner war which a regenerated soul has is eradicated in the
work of Sanctif ication. " That statement raises more questions
than it answers. Is the respondent saying that entire
sanctif ication ends all struggle?
Three respondents simply cited Galatians 5:22-26. Nine
more did not cite the reference, but answered "the fruit of
the Spirit" was evidence of entire sanctif ication. However, a
close reading of the Galatians passage indicates that Paul is
describing those who belong to Christ Jesus, not those
perfected in grace. The fruit of the Spirit should be
manifest in the lives of all Christians. One respondent was
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more precise by answering that entire sanctif ication produced
"more fruit."
Descriptions such as victory, power, love, a holy life,
or power to witness are not totally wrong, but they seems to
forget that these are also characteristics of all true
believers .
Five described entire sanctif ication as separation from
the world. Again there can be no dispute with such a
scriptural term. All Christians are commanded to be separated
from the world. However, the doctrine of separation
misapplied by fundamentalists can lead to isolation.
Wesley had a good education and was familiar with Roman
Catholic, Greek Orthodox, and Protestant contributions to the
doctrine of sanctif ication. Those within conservative
holiness circles tended to get a holiness bible college
education. This exposure tended to create the mentality that
no one was interested in holy living expect them.
The conservative holiness movement has changed some of
the terminology and adopted their own proof texts. They claim
to be Wesleyan, but that label primarily means they are not
"tongues." Wesleyanism is a largely undefined banner.
The IHC movement as a whole tends to be confused on role
of the Spirit in crisis and process. They seem unclear as to
when a seeker receives the Holy Spirit. They emphasize a part
for the whole, entire sanctif ication for sanctif ication, and
fail to grasp the scope of sanctif ication. Their appeal to
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scripture in support of their doctrine is more a use of code
words without much regard given to context. The impression
given is that a Christian is defeated until the second
blessing. When a seeker receives the second blessing, sin is
removed and the struggle is over.
The Problem
In the mid-nineteenth century there was a move to reform
Methodism moving it back to its Wesleyan roots.
Unfortunately, some segments of the holiness movement failed
to grasp the full scope of Wesley's teaching on
sanctif ication. Charles Finney developed a simplified
doctrine of sanctif ication and Phoebe Palmer developed a
simplified formula for obtaining the second blessing. Melvin
Dieter wrote that
the confrontations were often bitter as two
increasingly divergent paradigms for understanding
Christian perfection vied for the loyalties of
Methodism. Wesley was used against himself as both
sides in the conflict drew heavily upon one polarity
or the other of this crisis-growth dialectic of
holiness. Holiness advocates in the church commonly
took up crisis; their opponents emphasized process.
Purity was put over against maturity; the "now"
against the "not yet" (Development 65).
By the end of the nineteenth century both mainline Methodism
and the holiness revival had "turned away from Wesley to
something new" (Dieter. Development 66). Dieter, however, did
not object to "the adoption of Pentecostal and Baptism of the
Holy Ghost paradigms as the major vehicle for the expression
of Holiness thought and preaching" (Development 67). This
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emphasis developed in reaction to the lack of emphasis on the
Holy Spirit in the Reformed tradition. He warned that if we
proceed to correct what we perceive to be aberrations in the
nineteenth century, we must not wipe out those major doctrines
of the Spirit which Wesley believed were especially entrusted
to Methodism (Development 74).
I agree that the holiness movement made a positive
contribution to American revivalism. However, some segments
of the holiness movement restricted the work of the Holy
Spirit by depreciating the miracle of regeneration, reducing
it to an act of the will. In their zeal for entire
sanctif ication, they forgot about initial sanctif ication. In
their zeal to defend the doctrine of a second blessing, they
taught that "mere" salvation produced a defeated life.
The second crisis became all important and the
progressive work of sanctif ication was slighted. In many
cases a person could not hold an office in the church unless
he or she professed a second blessing. "Holiness" was urged
by warning that a saved person could go to hell if they were
not sanctified. As Mildred Wynkoop noted (see pp. 43) a
crisis experience was expected to solve all problems. No
experience should become a substitute for a daily walk of
prayer and faith.
Hearing or reading accounts of the second blessing
created the anticipation of an emotional experience. Because
of different personality types some honest seekers never got
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the feeling they were after. These chronic seekers were
usually counseled to "take it by faith." They were talked
into logically accepting a syllogism and claim something they
probably did not understand.
Whether the seeker got an emotional experience or
accepted a logical deduction, in either case it was only a
matter of time until they realized "carnality" had not been
eradicated. Eventually they felt stirrings that were not
supposed to be present any longer. At that point some became
cynics, doubting the possibilities of grace. Others became
hypocrites arriving at some rationalization that held to an
eradication doctrine on the one hand and excuses for their
inconsistencies on the other hand.
Holiness was understood at a state of grace and the
emphasis was put on arriving at that plateau. The concept of
Christian perfection as maturity in grace was exchanged for an
emphasis on inner purity or eradication. Sometimes power was
also included, as in A.M. Hills' Holiness and Power. Spirit
baptism was then equated with Christian perfection and a whole
new system of bible interpretation was introduced. Leon
Hynson explained
The apostolic question to the disciples of Ephesus,
"Have ye received the Holy Ghost since ye believed?"
(Acts 19:2), was interpreted as the description of a
two-stage reception of God's grace. It would be a
personal, identifiable experience: "Your Pentecost,"
"My Pentecost." In the experience of regeneration,
the Spirit is "with you" and in Pentecostal
experience "in you." This Pentecostal dimension was
to take the holiness tradition beyond Wesley's
position on Pentecost, as seen in his Notes on the
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New Testament (20).
This paradigm shift took what Methodism regarded as the
new birth and labeled it "entire sanctif ication. " This shift
created the concept of a defeated Christian, impure,
powerless, and without the Spirit of God.
In 1990 38% of the American population professed to be
born again (Religious). Yet a born again Christian can engage
in every known sin and still be called a believer. John's
teaching that "no one who is born of God will continue to sin"
(1 John 3:9) has been changed by the conservative holiness
movement to read "no one who is sanctified will continue to
sin .
There has been a tendency to reduce holiness down to an
emotional experience, to legalistic rules, or to a
rationalistic mind game. My generation is confused. We are
commanded to "be holy," but does that simply mean I attend a
holiness church and testify to being "saved and sanctified"?
The momentum of the nineteenth century holiness movement
went with Pentecostalism. The motivation of the early
holiness movement was killed by the adoption of a
dispensational eschatology The morale of the conservative
holiness movement was destroyed by legalism.
The Findings
The trumpet cannot sound an uncertain sound for very
long, yet this survey of the IHC ministry indicates a general
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confusion on the doctrine of sanctif ication . How can the pew
grasp what is unclear in the pulpit?
The most basic problem is an incomplete concept of the
new birth. Most evangelicals talk about forgiveness and
justification, but say little about regeneration. Salvation
by grace through faith is more than an act of the human will.
It is accomplished through the baptism with the Holy Spirit.
The Holy Spirit witnesses to His own abiding presence and the
believer will know in his or her own spirit that they are a
child of God. This is more than a logical deduction or a four
step sequence. It is the work of the Holy Spirit.
There is a major problem, however, when the most popular
holiness text (Hebrews 12:14) is used to preach we are not fit
for heaven until we receive the second blessing. With the
paradigm shift, the second blessing brings the seeker up to
the level which was formerly regarded as initial salvation.
My survey of the conservative holiness movement finds
that there is both a concern that they might compromise the
holiness tradition and a concern that they are not
communicating to this generation. A choice must be made.
Those who value tradition most dig in and bemoan the "drift"
that they perceive. This mindset fits well with a pessimistic
eschatology which teaches that most will fall away in the last
days. The elect become more obvious by adopting legalistic
standards of dress and conduct.
Those who decide evangelism should be the top priority
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usually opt to leave the conservative holiness movement. The
conservative holiness movement is decidedly smaller today than
it was ten years ago and every indication is that trend will
continue.
The conservative holiness movement is still uncomfortable
with education, although leaders regularly bestow honorary
doctorates upon each other. Holiness is more of an experience
to be sought than a doctrine to be taught. The most effective
preachers of holiness rely more upon proof texts, code words,
and anecdotes than upon solid biblical exegesis.
They tend to exhibit a pragmatic philosophy that the end
justifies the means. As long as they can get people to come
forward, who cares whether the message will bear up under
close scrutiny. One evangelist can contradict another
evangelist at the same camp meeting, but as long as there is a
high emotional pitch no one seems to notice or mind. This
observation is borne out by the contradictory answers from the
IHC survey.
The Recommendations
The first recommendation is found in Proverbs 23:23, "Buy
the truth and do not sell it." Our primary commitment must be
to truth. We are not committed to traditionism, to a standard
or lifestyle, or to propagate a doctrine. We must determine
to seek the truth wherever that search leads us.
Those who are committed to truth often feel isolated.
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Their commitment to preach the Book, the whole Book, and
nothing but the Book brings them under a cloud of suspicion.
In recent years there has been interest in the Wesleyan
quadrilateral. It was adapted in 1972 to the United Methodist
Discipline (Oden 1: 333). This concept can be presented as
four sources of authority: scripture, tradition, experience,
and reason. As an evangelical I hold to the primacy of
scripture. As a Wesleyan I accept tradition, experience, and
reason as valid secondary sources. However, none of these
secondary sources can carry the authority of scripture. I
have been in settings where the concept of tradition as a
source of authority was manipulated to mean that if I did not
adopt some eccentric style of dress I was rebelling against
godly principles. I believe Wesley's use of the term
tradition had reference primarily to the great ecumenical
church councils. I accept the decisions of those councils as
accurate reflections of scripture.
The second recommendation is a return to exegetical
preaching. A sermon should not be judged as good simply
because of a dyneimic delivery or entertaining stories. Every
preacher has their own personality and style and this is not a
plea for boring uniformity. It is a plea, however, to use
good hermeneutical principles. We should not manipulate the
Bible and use it simply as a springboard leading to our
personal notions or special hobbies. We should primarily be
concerned with getting across the main thrust of the biblical
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passage. We need to publish commentaries which reflect the
classic Wesleyan position in light of the best evangelical
scholarship.
We must also think through the implications of what we
are preaching. Do I really want to infer that a person can be
saved and yet unfit for heaven simultaneously? Do I really
want to imply that the new birth is insufficient? Do I want
my congregation to expect that they will live a defeated life
until they receive a second experience? Is getting saved
nothing more than a decision of our will?
Do I really want people to come forward seeking to have
anger, pride, and lust removed? Do I want them to understand
that receiving the Holy Spirit is superior to receiving
Christ? Do I want to encourage the audience to testify to
being "saved and sanctified" as though they had arrived?
I suspect that sanctif ication is thought of almost
exclusively as a crisis emotional experience with little
regard given to the progressive work of the Holy Spirit. I am
concerned that seekers are being psychologically damaged by
exhortations to claim something they hardly understand and to
prove they have "it" by conformity to certain extra-biblical
rules. In their sincerity, seekers often open themselves to
manipulation .
As a pastor I should operate with the confidence that "he
who began a good work in you will carry it on to completion
until the day of Christ Jesus" (Philippians 1:6). The Holy
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Spirit is working within the life of every believer to conform
them to the image of Christ. It is counterproductive to
persuade these Christians they should seek a spectacular
experience which will produce instant maturity. Instead, I
should urge them to cooperate with the indwelling Spirit and
keep in step with the Spirit.
A third recommendation is to gain an appreciation and
grasp of church history. Some segments of the holiness
movement are in danger of becoming cultic because of their
warped view of history I was actually taught that the church
of Jesus Christ was in error or apostate until 1883 when the
true church was established. We need to publish historical
works which expose the paradigm shift by the holiness
movement .
We also need an introduction to John Wesley, the man we
think we already know. Many who claim to be Wesleyan are not
familiar with Wesley, but with a different emphasis which
sometimes bears his name. At many points his writings will
challenge and even upset modern holiness assumptions.
Christian perfection or ethical holiness is not a new
doctrine. It was not discovered within the last one hundred
years. Neither does the holiness movement have any monopoly
upon it. Within every denominational tradition is an attempt
to struggle with what this involves. I do not believe an air
of superiority adorns the doctrine.
The fourth recommendation balances a grasp of history
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with an understanding of contemporary society- A revival of
the Wesleyan emphasis does not imply a return to circuit
riders on horseback. We must not study the past so we can
return to it, but we must study the past in order to adapt
what worked then to present situations. We need to take our
message to the grass roots in easy-to-read booklets, cassette
tapes, and videos.
The old denominational machines still run, but no one
seems to know which direction they are headed. They are often
short on leadership and heavy with self perpetuating boards.
Instead of facilitating growth they can actually become a
stumbling block. They can become the end instead of the
means .
People are hungry for a personal relationship with God.
They want truth. They are looking for answers. The
subculture of the conservative holiness movement is
irrelevant.
Affiliation is not a problem for those who are content
with the status quo. They simply maintain the traditions and
use the shibboleths they were raised with. But Jesus warned
that old wineskins could not hold new wine (Matthew 9:17).
The old wineskins represent institutions which become rigid
and the new wine symbolizes the revival of the Holy Spirit. I
do not doubt that God will pour out His Spirit. However, we
cannot restrict God to our container.
I am not against organization. It is not structure which
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hinders the Spirit of God, but lack of vision. Vision without
organization will soon die. And a structure without vision is
already a dead letter.
Either we can link up with an organization whose golden
years were in the past or we can connect with an organization
who has potential for the future. These are not easy choices
to make and I do not fault those who come to a different
decision.
The first option provides security It becomes our duty
to support the system and then the system will take care of
us. However, I choose the second option. I accept the risk
involved in identifying with something new and fresh. I
either make it or fail to make it on my own. I am provided no
safety net. I am promised no insurance package or retirement
program. But I can preach the whole counsel of God without
pressure to conform. There is a network of fellowship and a
structure for accountability.
I choose to be part of a movement, not an institution.
This movement is committed to propagate Wesley's scriptural
holiness, but without the baggage associated with the
conservative holiness movement. We are committed to use every
medium at our disposal to explain the truth about
sanctif ication. We must state these timeless truths in
contemporary language. We believe that many who are searching
have not considered the Wesleyan message because it was
obscured by the inconsistencies of the holiness movement. We
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are not interested in isolating these truths within a new
denomination, but we must infiltrate wherever we can. At this
point we can learn much from the charismatic movement.
We must speak the truth in love (Ephesians 4:15).
Because we care we may state our convictions in strong terms,
but we must never become harsh. Paul warned Timothy, "Don't
have anything to do with foolish and stupid arguments, because
you know they produce quarrels and the Lord's servant must not
quarrel; instead, he must be kind to everyone, able to teach,
not resentful" (2 Timothy 2:23-24). The Holy Spirit is at
work in the lives of people who do not necessarily accept our
definitions or exegesis.
We are called to faithfully proclaim the truth wherever
we can gain a hearing. Albert Nock wrote that when Isaiah was
called God warned him the masses would not accept his message.
However, there was an unorganized remnant out there who were
dissatisfied with the status quo. "They need to be encouraged
and braced up because when everything has gone completely to
the dogs, they are the ones who will come back and build up a
new society" When Elijah thought he was the only one left,
God announced to him there was a remnant of seven thousand.
There are only two facts we may be sure of, first, they are
out there and, second, they will find you if you have anything
worth sharing (2-5).
Our success is up to God. The history of revivals
reveals that every great move of the Spirit has begun with a
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rediscovery of what it meant to be born again. It is my
prayer that we can contribute something to a new reformation
which is so desperately needed.
WIM Asbury
rill Theological
^111 Seminary
DAVID L. McKENNA. PresideM
204 N. Lexington Avenue
WiImore,KY 40390-1199
Phone and FAX: (606) 858-3S81
Dear Minister,
I'm sure you will agree with me that doctrine is important.
At least some sectors of the holiness movement seem to be going
through a re-evaluation of what they believe and teach.
A ministerial student is attempting to study attitudes
toward the doctrine of sanctif ication among IHC ministers. Your
participation as a church leader will be extremely valuable.
The survey will require approximately ten minutes of your
time to complete. Please do not put your name on it. All
responses will be treated completely confidentially. Please
return the survey in the enclosed envelope. Then, please sign
the post card and mail it separately- In this way we can prepare
a follow-up mailing without re-mailing to those who have already
completed the survey and at the sane time assure anonymity.
Please try to return your survey by April 15 if at all
possible so your contribution can be included in the results.
Thank you for your help by responding to this survey -
Sincerely,
William Kostlevy
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Dear Minister,
Several weeks ago you received a survey concerning the
doctrine of sanctif ication among IHC ministers. If you have not
already returned the survey, please take approximately ten
minutes and complete the enclosed survey. Please do not put your
name on it. Please return the survey in the enclosed envelope.
Your cooperation will greatly assist the ministerial
student attempting to gain a fuller understanding of the teaching
of this vital Christian doctrine. Please try to return your
survey as soon as possible.
Sincerely
William Kostlevy
�| ^ Q THE WORD Our AulhoriiyHOUNESS On CIl
MINISTKY Ou Mom
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INSTRUCTIONS
Please answer these questions on the basis of how strongly you
agree by circling the response that most nearly represents your
attitude.
1 . Highest level of education attained thus far:
A. some high school but less than diploma
B. high school diploma
C. some college but less than baccalaureate
D. baccalaureate
E. masters
F. doctoral
2. How many years of ministry have you completed (not counting
time spent attending Bible School or seminary)?
3 . How old are you?
4. How familiar are you with the actual writings of John Wesley?
1 2 3 4 5
totally slight moderate extensive thoroughly
unfamiliar familiar
5 . Sanctif ication as used in the Bible usually refers to a second
work of grace.
1 2 3 4 5
strongly neutral strongly
disagree agree
6. John Wesley connected entire sanctif ication with the meaning of
Pentecost.
1 2 3 4 5
strongly neutral strongly
disagree agree
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7. An individual initially receives the Holy Spirit when entirely
sanctified.
1 2 3 4 5
strongly neutral strongly
disagree agree
8. Normally the work of entire sanctif ication in the life of a
Christian is not a progressive work.
1 2 3 4 5
strongly neutral strongly
disagree agree
9. An individual initially receives the Holy Spirit at the new
birth.
1 2 3 4 5
strongly neutral strongly
disagree agree
10. Normally the work of entire sanctif ication in the life of a
Christian is both progressive and instantaneous
1 2 3 4 5
strongly neutral strongly
disagree agree
11. Rank in order of emphasis (not theological sequence) the terms
which you stress in your preaching and teaching with number one
representing the strongest stess and number four the weakest
stress :
entire sanctif ication
final sanctif ication
initial sanctif ication
progressive sanctif ication
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1 2 . What are the three main texts that you use in preaching on
entire sanctif ication?
12.1
12.2
12.3
13- Do you consider yourself to be part of the IHC movement?
A. no
B. slightly
C. moderately
D. fully
14. What evidences follow those who are entirely sanctified?
15. What is the greatest issue facing the IHC movement today?
Thanks so much for the time vou have taken. I believe this will
be a real contribution to our understanding of the issues we face
as we try to teach on this important subject.
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106 Graham St
Beckley, WV
December 7, 1992
Rev. H. E. Schmul
3583 Newgarden Rd
Salem, OH 44460
Dear Bro. Schmul,
My dissertation proposal has been approved. Here is the
purpose statement from within the proposal:
The purpose of the proposed study is to examine what
credentialed ministers today within the Inter-church
Holiness Convention believe about sanctif ication -
initial, entire, progressive, and final - and compare
that emphasis with John Wesley's teachings on
sanctif ication.
Enclosed is a copy of my doctoral dissertation survey which
also has been approved by Asbury Theological Seminary. Several
times this year I have discussed this project with you. Now I am
asking permission from the IHC to do a random sample mailing from
the Convention Herald mailing list.
1 . I will bear all costs associated with the mailing and will
furnish you a copy of the data I collect.
2. I would like for you to put the cover letter on your
letterhead, make whatever modifications you feel necessary, and
send the cover letter out under your name. The survey itself,
however, cannot be modified without going back to Asbury for
their approval . I would prefer for my name not to be mentioned
in the letter because it might bias the results.
3. If this is approved, I will work out the logistics with you
or the person you delegate. This would include such matters as
the date to be inserted in the cover letter and the return
address we use.
If you or the board object to any part of this proposal,
please advise me as to what you would suggest as an alternative.
Thank you,
Vic Reasoner
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19 NewgaiJen Wd.
em, Ohio 44460-9571
74 County Line Rd.
Schenectady, NY 12306-2502
3 Office
ivention Tapes
6) 222-2061
Treasurer
William Bal<er
2459-31St Street N.E.
Canton, Ohio 44705
January 13, 1993
VIC REASONER
106 GRAHAM STREET
BECKLEY WV 25801
Dear Brother Reasoner:
Greetings in Christ's name!
I rejoice you received approval on your dissertation, and you are
ready to go forward with the plan. I suggested your plan to the
Committee along with other I.H.C. business, April 1992, but your plan
and others who wanted to use the CONVENTION HERALD file was not
approved at that time,
I am returning your letter and form, and suggest you resubmit
your proposal to Rev. J. D. Young, 216 N 29th Street, Duncan, OK
73533-2428 and Rev. Leonard Sankey, 1813 26th Street, Bedford, IN
47421 to be considered again.
J. D. Young is our Chairman. Leonard Sankey is the Editor of the
CONVENTION HERALD.
Blessings on you!
As ever.
Brother Schmul
HES/db
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RRVKffK/VCg FOR THE PAST - VISION FOR THE FUTURE
^LVIE R. JARRATT. General Secretary
Route 2, Box 72
Cabot. Arkansas 72023
veil
SPENCER JOHNSON. General Moderator
P. O. Box 369
Ward. Arkansas 72176April 5, 1993
3ALE N HAYFORO, Editor
Missionary Revivalist
Route 1. 116 Henry Drive
Orion, Illinois 61273
RODGER L. MOVER. General Moderator
P. O. Box eei
East Moline, Illinois 61244
lOBERT E. BARKER. Editor
Holiness S- S. Literature
P O Box 567
W. E. WHITED. General Treasurer
P. O. Box 99
Sherrard. Illinois 61281
Elizabeth. Colorado 60107
>0N BOWMAN
General Foreign Missions Secretary
P O. Box 2030
Homedale. Idaho 83628
Mr. Vic Reasoner
106 Graham Street
Beckley, WV 25801
Dear Mr. Reasoner,
Rev. Rodger Moyer, general moderator of the Bible Missionary
Church, forwarded your request of February 9, 1993, to me on
March 29, 1993. You asked for a ministerial roster as an
affiliate church in the IHC.
The Bible Missionary Church is not an affiliate of the IHC.
We do have a church directory with a list of pastors, but it
is for our church use only. We do not give them to those
outside the church.
I trust you will enjoy the conscious presence of the Lord in
your labors.
Respectful ly ,
General Secretary
cc/Moyer
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